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Abstract
The temporal dimension of spatia-temporal datasets is often an important
component in exploring and answering questions about geographic phenomena. With the
ability of modern technologies to capture and store very large spatia-temporal datasets,
being able to effectively navigate these datasets becomes increasingly important. While
geographic information systems have focused on developing spatial navigation tools,
approaches to temporal navigation have not received the same level of attention. Current
temporal navigation tools also do not take full advantage of recent technologies such as
multi-touch devices. This thesis proposes two approaches, Dynamic Radial Navigation
and Multiple Linked Time Sliders, for navigating the temporal dimension of spatiatemporal data within a multi-touch environment. These approaches were evaluated, along
with two more common and simple approaches, in a laboratory-based user study. This
study indicated that while the proposed approaches enabled the participants to temporally
navigate the data, and the participants valued the advanced visualization features, these
advanced features need to be balanced with ease of use and would require additional
iterations of design and testing before being put into practice.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Research context and problem

Representations of geographic phenomena are often complex and multidimensional. In addition to the spatial and thematic dimensions, geographic data also
usually have an intrinsic temporal dimension (Sinton, 1978). These dimensions are used
by analysts to answer the questions 'where', 'what', and ' when' (Peuquet, 2002). The
ability to answer all three of these questions is often important in achieving a complete
view of a problem or process. The temporal dimension in particular is important in
answering questions in diverse fields such as health and epidemiology (AvRuskin et al.,
2004; Castronovo et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2013), climate studies (Edsall et al.,
2000), emergency management (Jern et al., 2010; MacEachren et al. , 2011), urban
planning (Joo et al., 201 0), and natural resources management (Andrienko et al., 2006;
Hoeber et al., 2011 ).
Tools such as geographic information systems (GIS) and virtual globes help users
with their data navigation, analysis, and exploration. Navigation within large datasets is
of particular importance. In large datasets, there may be too much information to
coherently view it all at one time. Data may overlap if there are too many points within an
area, or if data were collected multiple times at one location. If a dataset covers a large
area, the data may appear too small on the screen when all of the data are viewed
simultaneously. Navigation tools enable users to select and display the data that are
relevant for their purpose. While GIS have developed with a focus on navigating the
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spatial and thematic dimensions, navigation within the temporal dimension

IS

less

developed within these systems (Kraak, 2005; Neumann, 2010).
Temporal data can be collected and visualized at different temporal granularities.
The temporal granularity is the level of temporal detail that data are collected or stored at,
and generally takes the form of calendar and clock units, for example, years, months,
days, or hours (Bettini et al., 1998). The temporal granularity of the data must match the
temporal granularity of the question that the data are being used to answer.
Zoom and pan tools are used for spatial navigation within GIS. Zooming changes
the scale of the map and allows a larger or smaller area to be viewed on screen, while
panning moves and re-centres the map within the display window while maintaining the
same spatial scale. Zooming and panning may be done in different ways depending on the
system in use (Harrower & Sheesley, 2005). For example, some typical approaches for
zooming are clicking on the map with a ' magnifying glass' cursor, or typing the desired
map scale into a text box. For panning, a 'pan hand' cursor might be used to move the
map within the display window, or the user might click on directional arrows to change
the focus of the map to an adjacent area.
Navigation within the thematic dimension can be achieved through adding or
removing layers for different attributes or by using queries and filters to display or
highlight data on the screen (Neumann, 2010). These queries can either be defined by the
user, such as those made using structured query language (SQL), or made from a series of
predefined options, such as a hierarchical menu.
Despite its recognized importance in answering geographic questions (Andrienko
et al., 2007; Peuquet & Duan, 199 5), temporal navigation is not as well supported. It is
2

usually achieved either by treating time as an attribute and navigating it the way one
would navigate the thematic dimension, or by using simple temporal sliders. Navigation
through multiple temporal granularities (e.g., weeks, months, and years) is not always
supported. With an increasing amount of spatia-temporal data available (Keirn et al.,
2008), it is imp01iant that users are able to navigate the temporal dimension of their data
with the same ease that they currently navigate the spatial dimension. Many complex
questions have a fundamental temporal component that must be addressed in order for the
questions to be answered. For instance, a climate change researcher may wish to analyze
changes to an area and phenomena over multiple periods of time and at multiple temporal
scales. An epidemiologist may need to see outbreak locations of an illness at different
time periods, as well as analyze how the locations change over time.
The popularization in recent years of interaction methods such as multi-touch has
also created the opportunity to develop new approaches to interacting with spatiotemporal data (Schoning et al., 2008). Multi-touch interfaces allow users to interact
directly with the screen with multiple, simultaneous points of contact (Han, 2005). While
traditional temporal navigation approaches can be imported into this environment, there is
still a need for multi-touch specific approaches. These interfaces have the potential to
enable intuitive data interaction since pointing devices, such as a mouse, are eliminated
and users are able to touch the screen directly with multiple fingers at the same time
(Butkiewicz et al., 2009).

3

1.2

Research questions

This research has been guided by the overarching question 'What is an effective
approach to applying the well-known spatial zoom and pan paradigm to temporal data to
help analysts navigate the temporal dimension of their spatia-temporal data within a
multi-touch environment?'
More detailed and specific questions that are addressed within this thesis are:
•

How can the spatial zoom and pan paradigm be applied to an approach for
navigating the temporal dimension of spatia-temporal data within a geospatial
application?

•

How can the zoom and pan paradigm be implemented to enable users to
temporally navigate their spatia-temporal data within a GIS or virtual globe in
a multi-touch environment?

•

Do the approaches developed for temporal zoom and pan in GIS assist users
in navigating the temporal dimension of spatia-temporal data?

•

How do the proposed approaches compare to other approaches for temporal
navigation?

1.3

Research objectives

The goal of this thesis is to develop an approach for navigating through multiple
temporal granularities of spatia-temporal data with zoom and pan using a multi-touch
interface, and to assess the degree to which it assists and supports users in locating and
displaying the temporal data they require at the granularity they need to answer their
temporal questions.
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The specific objectives of this research are to:
•

Identify existing and proposed methods for navigating through the temporal
dimension of spatia-temporal data and examine how others have attempted to
navigate within this dimension.

•

Design new approaches that implement temporal zoom and pan capabilities in
a multi-touch environment.

1.4

•

Implement the approaches in software prototypes.

•

Validate the approaches through user evaluations.

Research methods
The research methods for this thesis followed the approached outlined in

Figure 1.1. The first phase consisted of a literature review that covered the fields of
spatia-temporal data structure, navigation, and visualization as well as geovisual analytics
and multi-touch interaction. This refined the initial thesis ideas and assisted in defining
the scope of the thesis. The literature review.continued throughout the life of the thesis.
The second phase consisted of incorporating the knowledge gained throughout the
literature review into designs for approaches to temporal zoom and pan for navigation of
the temporal dimension of spatia-temporal data. Two approaches were fully developed.
This allowed the development of multiple ideas while restricting the number of
approaches to an amount that would be possible to implement and test within the timeline
of this thesis. The details of these approaches are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
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The third phase involved implementing the approaches into software prototypes
for user evaluations. Prototypes of traditional temporal navigation approaches were also
designed and implemented at this stage for comparison.

[--

Literature Review

!

J

Design
-Application of the zoom and pan paradigm
- Linear temporal data navigation
- Two approaches designed for comparison

-----------.II.

~

.. [--------

I mpleme~t~tion-

- For iOS in Objective-C
- Esri API for iOS for spatial data handling

J

-·----·-·-- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -

1
User Evaluation
- ..

- Participant recruitment
-Laboratory-based evaluation
- Quantitative and qualitative feedback
-Analysis of results

1
Communications
..

-Presentations: Loca l and international conferences,
geography department
-Journal article
- Thesis

Figure 1.1. Flow of research methods.

The fourth phase involved testing the temporal zoom and pan approaches with a
user evaluation of the prototypes. This took the form of a laboratory study involving 40
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participants from the Memorial University of Newfoundland student community. The
students used the prototypes with fisheries data to complete assigned tasks and answer a
series of questions. They were timed during the tasks and completed a series of
questionnaires that gathered information on the usability and usefulness of, as well as
participants' opinions on, the prototypes.
The fifth phase involved communicating the progress and the results of this
research. The initial proposal for this thesis was presented to the Department of
Geography at Memorial University of Newfoundland (April 2011). The two proposed
approaches were presented at the workshop 'Geovisual Analytics, Time to Focus on
Time' at the GIScience 2012 Conference in Columbus, Ohio (September 2012) (Lee et
al., 2012), to the Department of Geography at Memorial University of Newfoundland as a
part of the department's seminar series (October 2012), and at the Esri Canada Regional
User Conference in St. John's, Newfoundland and Labrador (November 2012). The
proposed approaches and the results of the user evaluation were submitted as a journal
article in May 2013 . The final step of this phase is the submission of this thesis.

1.5

Thesis organization

This thesis follows a manuscript format. Chapter 2 consists of an extended
literature revtew of spatio-temporal research m geographic information systems, and
geovisual analytics while specifically focusing on temporal navigation. Chapter 3
presents two novel approaches for spatio-temporal navigation within a multi-touch
system. The implementation of the approaches in prototypes and the results of a
laboratory-based user evaluation of the approaches are also discussed. This chapter was
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submitted in May 2013 as an article to the International Journal of Geographical
Information Science Special Issue on Space-Time Research in GIS. Chapter 4 concludes

the thesis and discusses opportunities for further work. The task descriptions and
questionnaires from the user evaluation are presented in Appendix A. The approval letter
for the user evaluation from the Interdisciplinary Committee on Ethics in Human
Research (ICEHR) is included as Appendix B.

1.6
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Chapter i: Literature Review
2.1

Introduction
This chapter presents a review of the relevant literature of several fields relating to

this research. In the first section, basic properties of temporal data are reviewed to provide
a context for the rest of the review and a foundation on which the proposed approaches
are built. The next section discusses spatia-temporal data in GIS and looks at its
importance in answering research questions. Temporal frameworks that can be used to
conceptualize ways of working with spatia-temporal data in GIS are also reviewed.
Spatial and temporal navigation in GIS are then discussed and existing approaches are
reviewed. The chapter ends with a section on the importance of spatia-temporal data in
the field of geovisual analytics.

2.2

Properties of temporal data
Time is not directly observable by any of the senses and is only indirectly

observable through changes in the environment (Langran & Chrisman, 1988; Ott &
Swiaczny, 200 1). Different ways of structuring time assist people in working with
temporal data. The way in which time is structured depends on the nature of the topic
under consideration.
There are two types of temporal primitives: time points and time intervals
(Figure 2.1). Time points represent a single moment in time while time intervals represent
a continuous period of time. Time intervals may be either absolute (or anchored) or
relative (or unanchored) (Snodgrass, 1996). An absolute interval has specific starting and
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ending points, for example June 5, 2000 to June 10, 2000. A period with unspecified start
and end dates, for example 5 days, is a relative interval and is sometimes referred to as a
time span (Goralwalla eta!. , 1998). A time point, or instant, is absolute, for example, May
25, 2002 at 5:00am.
a.
5 :00am

6 :00am

7:00am

8 :00am

9:00am 10:00 am

b.
10:00 am

5 :00am

Figure 2. 1. Temporal primitives: time point (a), time interval (b).

Temporal data can be represented and collected at different granularities such as
months, days, or hours (Figure 2.2). The temporal granularity that is used will depend on
the scale of the phenomena under observation, the purpose of the analysis, and the
capabilities of the technologies used for data collection and for data analysis (Kemp &
Kowalczyk, 1994; Ott & Swiaczny, 200 1). Data can be aggregated to a coarser resolution
(e.g. , days to weeks) but cannot usually be decomposed to a finer resolution than they
were collected at (e.g., days to hours) (Lee & Kemp, 1998).
Week

Days
Sun.

Mon .

Tues .

Wed . T hurs .

Fri.

Sat.

Figure 2.2. Example of temporal granularities: one week (top), seven days (bottom).

Time can be structured in multiple ways. Three of the most applicable models for
GIS are linear, cyclic, and branching (Frank, 1998). Linear time corresponds to the
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perception that time moves as an ordered series of events from the past to the future
(Aigner et al., 2007) (Figure 2.3a). It is the basis of temporal data models used for
systems implementing time sliders. Cyclic time is a way of structuring time for
reoccurring events (e.g., seasons of the year, hours of the day) that have occurred at
regular intervals in the past and will continue at regular intervals into the future (Hajnicz,
1996) (Figure 2.3b). In order to perform cyclic queries within a system, a cyclic data
model needs to be used during development and the cyclic variations need to be
incorporated into the database (Hornsby et al., 1999). Branching time consists of multiple
branches of time extending from the current time and representing possible alternative
scenarios (Aigner et al., 2008) (Figure 2.3c). Data do not always fit neatly within these
three structures and can sometimes be represented in more than one way (Aigner et al.,
2007). For example, the seasons can represented using cyclic time as a cycle that repeats
on a yearly basis, but can also be viewed on a linear axis as each season coming after the
previous. Temporal structures can also be combined. For example, a linear representation
of the known past can be combined with a branching representation of possible scenarios
for the unknown future (Schreiber, 1994).
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a.
~

1990

I

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

b.

Spring

~
\Ninter

)

Summer

Fall

c.

---+

Present

(

Future

<(

Figure 2.3. Different ways to structure time: linear (a), cyclic (b), and branching (c).

2.3

Spatio-temporal data in GIS
Although the focus in GIS is often on the spatial dimension, geographic data can

be characterised using other dimensions. Sinton (1978) discussed how geographic data
consist of three components (or dimensions) : the theme (or attribute), being the nature of
the phenomenon or object that is being observed or measured; the location of the
phenomenon or object; and the time the observation or measurement was made. Sinton
(1978) illustrated that if one dimension is being measured, then one dimension is
controlled and one dimension is held constant. Due to the evolution of GIS from
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traditional paper maps, it has generally been the temporal dimension that has been held
constant (Langran & Chrisman, 1988).
As GIS developed, researchers brought a temporal focus to the discipline and
developed conceptual frameworks for spatia-temporal GIS and how to incorporate
temporal data into spatial databases (e.g. , Langran, 1989; Abraham & Roddick, 1999).
This became more practical as technology advanced and as systems were able to store and
process large temporal datasets and temporal changes to datasets, which can require
significant memory and processing power (Peuquet, 2002).
One framework that can be applied in the context of this research is the triad
framework (Peuquet, 1994). This framework was developed as a way to integrate timebased representation with object-based representation and location-based representation
of the dual representation framework. This enables users to examine their questions
related to ' when' in addition to questions about 'what' and ' where' (Figure 2.4). This
framework has since been the basis for other frameworks such as the pyramid framework
(Mennis et al., 2000).
What?

Where? ..____

.,..

When?

Figure 2.4. Components of the triad framework, adapted from Peuquet (1994).
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2.4

2.4.1

Navigating data in GIS

Navigating spatial data in GIS

Spatial navigation within GIS and digital maps is mostly done using zoom and
pan tools. Zooming changes the scale of a map. Zooming in makes the data displayed
within the data frame appear larger, and often more detailed, while zooming out makes
the data appear smaller, and often less detailed. Panning moves and re-centres the map
within the data frame, keeping it at a constant scale. There are multiple approaches to
implementing zoom and pan within GIS and digital maps and multiple approaches can
also be combined within one system.
Battersby (2008) suggested several common ways spatial zoommg can be
implemented including zoom 'slider bars', zoom 'icons', and the ' scroll wheel' . ' Slider
bars' display a range of zoom levels along their axis and users move a slider along, or
select a segment of, the bar to change the zoom level. Zoom ' icons ' are buttons, often
labelled with an icon such as a + or - , that users click to zoom in or out on the map by
specific predefined scales. The 'scroll wheel' allows users to zoom in or out on a map by
rolling the scroll wheel of a mouse. If the users know the scale at which they wish to view
their map, some systems also offer a text box where the scale can be typed in directly
(Harrower & Sheesley, 2005).
Battersby (2008) also

identifies multiple methods for pannmg.

Direct

repositioning involves clicking on a point on the map to 'grab' it and move the map
within the data frame. Navigation tabs are buttons or tabs within a display that can be
clicked to move a map in the direction indicated on the button!tab. Point and click allows
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the user to click a point within the data frame and have the map re-centre itself on that
point.
Panning and zooming can also be combined. For example, a zoom box allows
users to draw a box on the map display and have the map zoom and pan within the data
frame to match the extents of the box; zoom and re-centre under mouse click allows users
to click on an area in the data frame, often with a cursor that looks like a magnifying
glass, and have the map zoom in by a set amount and pan so that it is centred on the point
that was clicked (Harrower & Sheesley, 2005).
Spatial navigation in multi-touch systems (e.g., smartphones and tablets) does not
always use cartographic tools but can be done with hand gestures performed on the
screen. Zooming spatially is done with a 'pinch' gesture where users move their thumb
and forefinger together to zoom out, or apart to zoom in. Although they have only
recently gained popularity with the rise in use of portable computing devices, research on
gestural interaction and multi-touch systems has been going on since the early 1980s
(Buxton, 2013). Using the pinch gesture to scale digital items was originally developed
by Krueger (1985) and later adapted to other programs and systems. To pan, users simply
touch the screen and use their finger to move the map in whatever direction they wish.

2.4.2

Navigating temporal data in GIS

GIS technologies have typically handled temporal navigation by treating time as
an attribute and by querying the temporal dimension of the data in the same way other
attributes are queried. Navigation was also possible by having individual layers
representing maps at given times (e.g., different years) and adding or removing layers or
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turning layers on or off. More recently, time sliders have started to be included in
commonly used commercial mapping software (e.g., ArcGIS, Google Earth). These time
sliders are steps towards having more time-specific navigation tools incorporated into
mainstream software.
Although they have not necessarily been adopted by mainstream GIS software,
there have been several approaches proposed for temporal navigation of both linear and
cyclic time (Table 2.1 ). The approaches discussed here are visual navigation approaches.
These have a benefit over text-based selection in that they can also often be used as
temporal legends as they indicate the location of the selected data within the larger dataset
(Edsall et al., 1997). Visual navigation approaches do have limitations as well. For
example, large dataset may be too complex or the number of points may be too
overwhelming for people to visualize without additional data processing.
Table 2.1. General navigation approaches for different types of time.

Type of Time

General Navigation Approaches

Example

Linear

Often involve a type of time slider where
the data are displayed along a line (or
bar). Once a selection is made the user
can often 'slide' their selection along the
line to change it, although in some
systems users may have to reselect their
data each time.
Data are usually displayed in a type of
circle and the user selects the extent of
data that they are interested in.
Some researchers have attempted to fmd
shapes that allow the combination of both
linear and cyclic time. So far these have
not been adopted for common use.

Edsall & Peuquet (1997), Brewer et al.
(2000), Neumann (20 10)

Cyclic

Combined

Edsall & Peuquet ( 1997), Brewer et al.
(2000)
Edsall & Sidney (2005), Li & Kraak
(2008)

The TEMPEST interface was developed based on the Triad conceptual framework
(Edsall & Peuquet, 1997). It consisted of dedicated navigation approaches for the spatial,
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temporal, and thematic dimensions. By separating the navigation approaches, each
approach can focu s on what is umque about navigating withi n that dimension. The
temporal navigation tool was divided into two parts: a timewheel for cyclic queries and a
timeline for linear queries (Figure 2.5). These tools allowed a large range of selections to
be made at different granularities but the selection could not necessarily be seen at one
time. The timewheel required switching between multiple tabbed views to select different
granularities. On the timeline, mul tiple gran ularities were di splayed on one extent making
the smallest granularities very smal l.
~ lectea

Vr

I Mo I Wk I Dy I Hr I Custom ... I

Hour:

...J Select All

Day :

11m

Month::Mr, A
Year :

10. 19f r.,. .- -------------zoom level:

I1s9o - 199&
Jl

+diSplay tim• :

~.LJ±J

'------ --,-----22:0G 14 Oc 1994

/If) t.ta Jn .I Au Se Oc: Ho De Ja fe Mr l'fJ Ma ...
1994

,t

1$95

------------------------------

Figure 2.5. The TEMPEST timewheel (left) and timeline (right), fro m Edsall and Peuquet (1 997).

Brewer et al. (2000) also implemented a tool combining linear and cyclic
selections (Figure 2.6). In this tool the wheels are nested and the slider is combined in o ne
view allowing the user to view the entire tool at once and make selections without
navigating through different windows. While this tool allows detailed cyclic selections, it
does not allow a detailed selection of diffe rent start and end points in a linear selection.
Also, if more than two wheels were nested it would cause the tool to take up a large
portion of screen space.
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Figure 2.6. The tempora l navigation tool of Brewer et al. (2000).

A lthough many navigation approaches consist of some form of timeline or
timewhee l, other fo rmats have been proposed to attempt to combine both linear and cyclic
time. The time coil (Edsall & Sidney, 2005) was proposed to represent different types of
time when looked at directly or from the side (Figure 2.7). The front circular view
represents cyclic time while the side view can be used for linear data.
12

12

3

9

9

6

6

Figure 2.7. An examp le of the time coil (Edsall & Sidney, 2005).

Li and Kraak (2008) have proposed that a time wave could be used for temporal
navigation (Figure 2.8). The time wave would combine elements of both the timeline and
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the timewheel and be represented by a series of waves where the wavelength is equivalent
to the temporal granularity of the dataset. Points or spans of time on the wave could be
selected to locate, compare, or select the temporal data. This method has been
implemented as a visualization method (Li & Kraak, 2012) but has yet to be tested as a
navigation approach.

Figure 2.8. An example of the timewave as it cou ld be used for temporal navigation (Li & Kraak, 2008).

As well as different approaches to temporal navigation, there are also different
ways users can interact with these approaches. This is similar to navigation within the
spatial dimension. Within the spatial dimension, most systems incorporate zoom and pan
tools, but the users might interact with these tools in different ways in different systems.
Neumann (20 10) applied the paradigm of zoom and pan to temporal navigation in a
system consisting of multiple timelines (Figure 2.9). Multiple ways to temporally zoom or
pan along the timelines were implemented and evaluated. Tools for zooming included
' zoom buttons' to zoom in or out by specific steps, 'zoom rectangle' which zooms in to
the area drawn by the box, and 'zoom wheel ' which zooms in or out when the mouse
wheel is spun forward or back. Four tools were implemented for panning, including pan
buttons which moved the selection along the timeline in discrete steps, pan hand to 'grab'
and move the selection, pan with the centre mouse button, and pan with the arrow key.
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There were also two combined methods, time scrollbar allowed the user to zoom by
dragging the edges of the selection box and pan by selecting the middle of the selection
box and moving it along the timeline, and time input fields which allowed the user to type
in specific start and end dates. Overall, Neumann (20 10) found that users preferred the
time scroll bar. Although this study was working within the paradigm of temporal zoom
and pan and with linear timelines, there was still a wide range of options available for the
specific implementation.
l Ot II< , , ..,
145-4
1490
14 10
14ZO
1430
HJtQ
1450
1460
1470
r-------------------Earty·ReMt~~an~'r------------------i

Figure 2.9. Interface for tempora l zoom and pan fro m Neumann (20 I0).

Temporal zoom has been defined in more than one way. It can be defined as
changing the temporal range of the data visualized, either narrowing the range to zoom in
or widening the range to zoom out (e.g., Neumann, 2005 and 201 0). It has also been
defined as moving between finer temporal granularity (more detailed) and coarser
temporal granularity (less detailed) views of spatia-temporal data (Hornsby & Egenhofer,
1999; Hornsby, 2001). This approach assists users in distinguishing certain activities or
processes that may occur only at certain temporal granularities (Hornsby, 200 l ).
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The various approaches in the preceding discussion on temporal navigation have
all been implemented or designed in the context of a windows icons menus pointers
(WIMP) environment using a standard setting where users interact with the data through a
mouse or keyboard. There are now other modes of interaction that are commonly
available. Multi-touch systems became popular with the increased use of smartphones and
other mobile computing devices. Although most current and proposed methods of
temporal navigation could be implemented in multi-touch devices, there is an opportunity
to develop multi-touch specific new approaches using intuitive and non-traditional
interactions (Butkiewicz eta!., 2009).
Some basic temporal navigation tools are being integrated in commercial
applications. For example, Esri has included basic temporal navigation tools in their
ArcGIS API for iOS. Applications for data with a temporal component can be set up to
display dates at the bottom of the screen and the user can tap on a date to display the data
for that specific day (Figure 2.1 0). Only a single temporal granularity can be displayed.
The research literature has not yet addressed this specific topic, although there is research
into multi-touch temporal queries in non-spatial contexts (e.g., Certo eta!., 2012).

Figure 2.1 0. An examp le of a temporal navigation tool in a commercial multi-touch application

( www.arcgis.com).
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2.5

Temporal data and geovisual analytics

Visual analytics is a field that was developed to deal with complex and often large
datasets that are difficult to analyze with conventional tools and methods (Thomas &
Cook, 2005). It integrates the automated processing capabilities of computers with the
analytical and decision making abilities of humans (Andrienko et al. , 2007; Keirn et al.,
2008; De Amicis et al., 2009). Visual Analytics can be defined as 'the science of
analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces' (Thomas & Cook, 2005,
p.4). Geovisual analytics is a branch of visual analytics that incorporates geography and
visual analytics (Andrienko et al., 2007). The field also has a strong focus on temporal
data (Andrienko et al., 2010a and 2010b).
Geovisual analytics systems are usually composed of multiple integrated tools and
views. Tools for visualizing or navigating temporal data are often featured. Many systems
integrate a basic linear timeslider that allows users to temporally pan through data and
select a temporal point or range (Jern & Franzen, 2006; Lundblad et al., 2009;
MacEachren et al., 2011). These tools assist users in the analysis of their data by allowing
them to filter out extraneous information and visualize the relevant data. Some systems
have also expanded on the basic timeline to include additional features. GTdiff contains a
temporal view with a timeslider for temporally navigating data (Roeber et al., 2011). In
addition to making temporal data selections, users can also specify the number of bins
they would like to aggregate the data into for display
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2.6

Conclusions
This chapter began with a review of the basic elements of temporal data including

temporal primitives and temporal data structures (Section 2.2). This literature provided
the basis for the ways in which the proposed temporal navigation approaches would need
to be structured and the types of data selections that could be made. Section 2.3 discussed
frameworks that provide ways to structure questions and think about temporal data in GIS
in relation to other data types.
Section 2.4 discussed navigation through both the spatial and temporal dimensions
of spatia-temporal data. The review of spatial zoom and pan provides background
information on the paradigm that has been adapted in this thesis for navigating the
temporal dimension. The review of the navigation through the temporal dimension
identified existing methods to build upon, and drawbacks of the existing approaches.
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Chapter 3: Navigating Spatio-Temporal Data with Temporal Zoom and
Pan in a Multi-Touch Environment
3.1

Introduction

Most data used to study geographic phenomena are complex and multidimensional, consisting of spatial, thematic, and temporal dimensions (Sinton, 1978). The
ability to manipulate the data along these dimensions using geospatial technologies
allows users to answer questions about ' what' happened, ' where' it happened, and 'when'
it happened (Peuquet, 2002). Exploring data and seeking answers for complex research
questions requires approaches that allow users to easily navigate among the dimensions of
the data.
Tools for navigating the spatial dimension have been available since early GIS
systems, allowing users to zoom (in or out) and pan through data that cover an area too
large to be effectively displayed at one time (Harrower & Sheesley, 2005). 'Zooming'
changes the scale of the map, allowing users to see a larger or smaller spatial extent on
the screen, while 'panning' moves the map in the display window while maintaining the
same spatial scale.
Navigation along the thematic dimension can be accomplished by adding and
subtracting layers for different attributes, or by using queries and filters. Such queries can
be specified through several approaches. For example, Structured Query Language (SQL)
can be used to define criteria for choosing points from a dataset, or a hierarchical menu
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can be used to make selections from a collection of pre-defined settings (Neumann,
2010).
The temporal dimension has been recognized as being imp<?rtant for answering
complex questions and supporting decision-making processes (Peuquet & Duan, 1995;
Andrienko et al., 2007). Pioneering work from Hagerstrand (1970) proposed using timespace prism visualizations to represent the movement of people over time, an approach
that has been often used and expanded upon in temporal GIS research. Work such as that
by Hornsby and Egenhofer (2002), Kraak (2003), and Kwan and Lee (2003) have their
roots in Hagerstrand's time geography and focus on the visualization of the temporal
dimension of spatia-temporal data. While visualization of the temporal dimension is a
dominant component in spatia-temporal research, being able to temporally navigate
within spatia-temporal datasets is also important.
GIS technologies have typically handled temporal data by either having different
layers for different time slices (e.g., layers for each year of data), or by including
temporal data such as timestamps or dates of objects' existence (e.g., 'from' and 'to') in
the database. To navigate the data temporally, users could then either display the layers
they require, or treat time as an attribute and create queries to select data for specific
temporal ranges. The use of simple time sliders in GIS and virtual globes provides users
with an interactive representation of temporal data. However, these tools do not yet allow
users to navigate temporal data with the same ease as that provided by tools used to
navigate the spatial · dimension. These limitations call for more advanced temporal
navigation tools and techniques, a need that is likely to increase as temporal data become
increasingly available.
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Based on the existing concept of temporal zoom and pan, this paper proposes and
tests two novel approaches for navigating the temporal dimension of geographic data
within a multi-touch environment. Temporal zoom and pan can be defined in multiple
ways. For the purposes of this research, temporal zoom is defined as narrowing or
broadening of the temporal range of data being selected and temporal pan is defined as
moving the data selection to a different time period while maintaining the same temporal
extent. Since the extents of the data are being selected and adjusted when navigating data
either spatially or temporally, the new approaches are based on the interaction paradigm
for spatial zoom and pan. The underlying hypothesis in this work is that applying a
familiar data navigation paradigm may simplify temporal navigation for users. These
approaches also support temporal manipulations over multiple granularities. Both
approaches were implemented in software prototypes on a multi-touch tablet computer,
and have been tested together with two other temporal data exploration methods using a
formal user evaluation. Results from this evaluation are discussed to highlight the benefits
of the approaches and to illustrate where further development needs to be done.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows . Section 3.2 presents a review
of spatia-temporal data and navigation tools in GIS, in addition to providing an overview
of multi-touch navigation tools. Section 3.3 describes the design of the two novel
temporal navigation approaches proposed in this research. Section 3.4 presents the
methodology of the user evaluation and Section 3.5 presents the results of the evaluation.
Section 3.6 discusses the positive and negative elements of each interface tested. Section
3.7 concludes the paper by summarizing the key contributions and directions for future
research.
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3.2

3.2.1

Related work

Geovisualization and geovisual analytics

Geovisualization and geovisual analytics tools have expanded upon the capabilities
of traditional GIS navigation interfaces. Geovisualization combines approaches from
multiple disciplines such as information visualization, exploratory data analysis, and
cartography 'to provide theory, methods, and tools for visual exploration, analysis,
synthesis, and presentation of geospatial data' (MacEachren & Kraak 2001, p. 3).
Geovisual analytics is the geographic extension of the field of visual analytics, which is
defined as 'the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces'
(Thomas & Cook 2005 , p. 4). It combines the automated processing capabilities of
computers with the analytical and decision making abilities of humans (Andrienko et al.,
2007; Keirn et al., 2008; De Amicis et al., 2009).
In addition to having a spatial focus, geovisual analytics also has a strong temporal
focus (Andrienko et al. , 2010a; Andrienko et al., 2010b). Many geovisual analytics
systems involve a temporal visualization and/or navigation component, frequently
implemented as some form of time slider (e.g., Jern & Franzen, 2006; Lundblad et al.,
2009; Enguehard et al., 2012). A slider is an interactive-manipulation control that is easy
to learn and allows users to easily make basic temporal selections (Andrienko &
Andrienko, 2006). It can be incorporated as pmi of a larger system as a way to expand the
system's capabilities and allow users to integrate time in their analysis.
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3.2.2

Temporal queries and navigation in GIS

Since early GIS, scholars have focused on developing temporal data models and
conceptual frameworks to allow storing, organizing, representing, and querying spatiatemporal data (Langran & Chrisman, 1988; Langran, 1989; Peuquet, 1994; Peuquet &
Duan, 1995; Worboys 1994). For example, Peuquet's Triad framework (Peuquet, 1994)
proposed that in order to effectively answer time-based queries, a time-based
representation is needed and therefore time must be represented in addition to locations
and objects. These data models and frameworks have provided new methods for
visualizing and navigating the temporal dimension of geographic information. However,
they have been rarely translated into tools used by mainstream commercial GIS software
(e.g., ArcGIS, Mapinfo).
Temporal navigation can be considered as a type of temporal data query. While
queries can be performed using formal query languages such as SQL, interactive visual
tools can be easier to use as they do not involve learning a query language (Andrienko &
Andrienko, 2006). A visual navigation tool can also act as a temporal legend by showing
where the selected data are located within the overall dataset (Edsall et al., 1997). For
example, Enguehard et al. (2012) incorporated a timeline containing spaces where data
were missing to allow analysts to easily identify gaps in their datasets.
The TEMPEST interface, based on Peuquet's Triad framework (Peuquet, 1994), is
an example of a visual temporal query tool (Edsall & Peuquet, 1997). It provides a time
line, which allows users to select a point in time or a range of time, or a time wheel,
which enables the selection of cyclic data (e.g. , the same two month selection every year
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over a period of 10 years). Brewer et al. (2000) expand this idea by making all of the tools
accessible in a single view so that switching tabs to access different views is not
necessary. This is done by nesting the time wheels and placing a slider at the bottom of
the view. Although these methods work well for selecting portions of cyclic time, they do
not allow operations such as making a detailed query over multiple levels of granularity.
For example, a user can easily select 'January to February 2010' but not 'January 161h to
February 201h 20 10'.
In Neumann's (2010) work on navigating and visualizing biographies of European
artists, linear timelines were used. Several methods were tested for zooming (i.e., zoom
buttons, zoom rectangle, and zoom wheel), panning (i.e., pan buttons, pan hand, pan with
middle mouse button pressed), and combined zooming and panning (i.e., time scrollbar)
along the timelines. The time scrollbar, which zooms in or out by manually adjusting the
start and end points on the slider and pans by pulling the entire selection along the slider,
was preferred by users. These results illustrate that the interactive features provided by
the tool are as important as the type of navigation tool itself (e.g., slider vs. wheel).

3.2.3

Spatial and temporal navigation in multi-touch environments

The spatia-temporal navigation tools discussed so far have been designed· in
Windows Icons Menus Pointers (WIMP) environments, and are used with a mouse (or
other pointer) or text-based commands (Schoning et al., 2009). The recent popularization
of alternative interfaces, such as multi-touch technologies (Schoning et al., 2008), has not
only opened new opportunities for user interaction, but also calls for new methods for
navigating geographic data. Multi-touch tablet GIS applications are being developed for
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several fields such as geology (Malinconico et al., 2011) and archaeology (Smith & Levy,
20 12), and practitioners in other fields such as urban planning (Vishkaie & Levy, 20 12)
have identified multi-touch applications as potentially useful. Users in such fields may
need to navigate their spatia-temporal data temporally. For example, an urban planner
may wish to show participants in a community consultation the developments that have
occurred during different periods of time.
Multi-touch interfaces allow users to interact directly with the screen through
touch actions using multiple points of simultaneous contact (Han, 2005). Such direct
interaction can be more intuitive than other methods as it eliminates the need for an
intermediate device between the user and the object they are trying to interact with and
can mimic real world interaction that the user is already familiar with (Ingram et al.,
2012). As a consequence, these types of interfaces have the potential to enable intuitive
and non-traditional interactions for navigating data (Butkiewicz et al., 2009).
Standard spatial zooming in multi-touch systems is typically done using a pinch
gesture, originating from the work of Krueger et al. (1985). Panning is done by placing a
single finger on the screen and moving it in the direction the user wants the map to move.
While multi-touch systems are in the early stages of adopting temporal navigation
methods and tools for geospatial applications, many of the existing tools designed for
WIMP interfaces are available but do not specifically take advantage of the multi-touch
capability.
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3.3

3.3.1

Novel approaches for temporal navigation

Temporal zoom and pan

Temporal zoom and pan is an approach for enabling users to easily navigate
within their temporal data to find the data located within the timeframe they require and
thereby assist them in their data analysis activities. It follows on Peuquet's Triad
Framework (Peuquet, 1994), where a temporal-based view is needed for answering
temporal-based questions. Temporal zoom changes the temporal range of the data that are
displayed onscreen, essentially acting as a filter on the data. The user can either 'zoom in'
to select a narrower temporal range or 'zoom out' to select a wider range. This allows
users to quickly and easily expand or contract their temporal selections and prevents users
from having to reconceptualise their entire selection each time a change is required.
Temporal pan allows the user to change their temporal selection while maintaining
the same temporal extent. This can be especially useful when a temporal range is selected,
but then must be modified. The range can easily be moved through time without the user
having to re-specify the entire selection. The user can interactively control the selection
move instead of having to mentally recalculate the dates.
Temporal data can often be described at multiple temporal granularities (e.g.,
months, days, hours); users need to be able to navigate such data at a granularity that is
appropriate for their data analysis needs (Bertino et al., 2010). In the following
approaches, temporal zoom and pan may be conducted with a tool representing a single
temporal granularity or dynamically with a tool representing multiple granularities
(Table 3.1 ). For example, the user may just need to use one slider that represents a single
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level of granularity such as months or they may need to use multiple sliders that represent
different granularities such as one slider for months and one slider for days.
Table 3.1. Examples of temporal zoom and pan using a tool displaying a single granularity (i.e. , months)

and using a tool displaying multiple granularities (i.e., months and days).

Action

Single Granularity

Pan
Zoom In
Zoom Out

Multiple Granularities
January 15th ........ February 15th
January---> January 15th
January 15th ........ January

January---> April
January to March ---> February
February ........ January to March

Temporal data can be visualized as time points or as time intervals (Aigner et al. ,
2008) and users may require different options depending on the analysis they would like
to conduct. Zooming and panning can occur using both point and interval selections.
Users may wish to zoom from a range of data to a narrower or wider data range, or from a
point to a range (or vice versa). Users may also wish to pan using a point selection or with
a range of data.
Temporal zoom and pan may be considered forms of querying or data filtering,
allowing for the display of the data for the desired temporal extent and eliminating
extraneous data from the field of view. This allows users to eliminate visual clutter and
focus on the data that are important for their analysis (Andrienko & Andrienko, 2006).
Such an approach follows Shneiderman' s (1996) Visual Information Seeking Mantra
design guideline: ' overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand' .

3.3 .2

Proposed approaches for implementing temporal zoom and pan
Both of the proposed approaches to temporal zoom and pan, Multiple Linked

Time Sliders and Dynamic Radial Navigation, have been designed as visual temporal
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navigation tools. Since the inability to support precise temporal selections has been a
critique of this type of navigation approach in the past (Andrienko & Andrienko, 2006),
the use of temporal zoom and pan within these approaches is intended to address this
shortcoming and allow precise date and time selections.
Both approaches have been designed for, and implemented in, a multi-touch
environment on a tablet computer. Many tablet computers offer a larger screen size than
smartphones and include global positioning system (GPS), gyroscopes, and the capability
to connect to the Internet, allowing users to access their data in the field and relate them
spatially. For example, a fisheries officer in a port may want to access data on ship
movements for the days before inspecting it. Since tablet computers are often
characterised by smaller screen sizes compared to desktop computers, the screen size
limitation has been a guiding issue during the design of both approaches.
The interfaces for each approach are located at the bottom of the screen and are
intended to occupy a minimal amount of screen space to provide maximum space for the
map view where data will be displayed. By minimizing the amount of screen space that
the zoom and pan interfaces occupy, the Information-to-Interface ratio is increased
(Harrower & Sheesley, 2005). By doing so, there is a risk of making the interfaces too
compact, since the touch-points have to be large enough so that users can easily select
them with their fingers.

3.3.2.1 Multiple Linked Time Sliders

Multiple Linked Time Sliders is a linear temporal navigation approach that
consists of a series of user-controlled time sliders (Figure 3.1 ). This approach is based on
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traditional time sliders frequently used in geospatial technologies (e.g., Google Earth,
ArcGIS) but was expanded to provide users with the ability to easily make a more
detailed selection than most time sliders allow. Sliders are available for each level of
temporal granularity within the dataset; finer granularity sliders are accessed by using a
drag up gesture (Table 3.2) from the parent slider. Since all of the data cannot always be
displayed on the finer grained sliders at once, they are designed to automatically scroll
through the remaining data when the users approach the end of the slider with their finger.
Users only need to bring up as many sliders as is required for their specific selection,
resulting in an efficient use of display space and maximizing the area available for
viewing the selected data.
Table 3.2. A guide to multi-touch gestures used in the prototypes.

Click

Drag

Pinch

Swipe
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Reverse Pinch

i. Initial Date Selection :

i. Initial Date Selection:

ii. Zoom Out:

J,

ii. Pan :

iv. Zoom In:

iii. Zoom In:
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iv. Zoom In:

v. Zoom In:
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v. Zoom Out:

vi . Zoom Out:

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1. Zooming and panning with Multiple L inked Time Sliders using a si ngle date/time se lection (a)
and a range date/time selection (b). The bottom (initial) slider is displaying months, the middle slider(s)
is( are) displaying days, and the top slider(s) is( are) displaying ho urs.

A single point of time on the initial slider can be selected with a tap, after which a
finer level of temporal granularity can be readily accessed by performing a drag up
gesture on the point (Figure 3.1 a). The data selected on the initial slider are then
displayed on the new slider at a finer level of resolution. The users can then tap on the
date/time they wish to select. If they wish to access an even finer level of temporal
granularity, they can pull up additional sliders (to the limit of the temporal granularity of
the dataset).
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A range of time on the initial slider can be selected with a reverse pinch gesture.
In order to access finer levels of temporal granularity, drag up gestures can be performed
on the range, resulting in two side by side sliders showing finer levels of resolution
(Figure 3.1b). One slider displays the data from the starting point of the main selection
(e.g., all of the days in June if the previous selection is June to August) and the second
displays the data from the end point (e.g., all of the days from August). The users can
then select their desired selection start point from the first slider and selection end point
from the second slider. Additional sliders can be pulled up if the users wish to further
refine their selection. By allowing the use of simple gestures to interactively 'move' their
selections, we are intending to provide users with a quick way of altering their selections
and navigating through their data.
The pinch and reverse pinch gestures are used for zooming out and in (narrowing
or expanding the selection) along each slider, while panning is achieved by using a drag
gesture along the slider. Note that even though panning might be done at a coarse level of
granularity, the selections made at finer levels of granularity are preserved. This is similar
to the method that Neumann (2010) found was preferred for temporal zooming and
panning but applied to a multi-touch interface.
To further enhance the awareness of the different levels of temporal granularity on
the different sliders, the selected data point/data range is highlighted in a different colour
on each granularity of slider. In the current examples, orange is used for the months,
yellow is used for the days, and green is used for the hours. Additional perceptuallydistinct colours can be used for datasets with more levels of granularity.
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3.3.2.2 Dynamic Radial Navigation

Dynamic Radial Navigation is a temporal navigation approach that consists of a
time slider for the coarsest temporal granularity and radial selectors for finer levels of
granularity (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The slider works the same as the initial slider in the
previously described approach, allowing a single selection with a tap gesture, a range
selection with a reverse pinch gesture, and panning with a dragging gesture. What is
different is the way in which the finer levels of temporal granularity are represented.
After tapping to select a single point of time on the initial slider, a single radial
selector can be accessed by performing the drag up gesture on the selection. The radial
selector displays the data from the initial selection at a finer resolution (Figure 3 .2a). Only
a subset of the data is displayed on the selector at once, the selector can be rotated to
access the rest of the dataset. A date/time on the radial selector can be selected with a tap.
If finer levels of temporal granularity are required, and are available within the dataset,
additional nested selectors can be accessed with the drag up gesture.
To access finer temporal resolutions with a range of time, the drag up gesture is
performed on the initial range selection on the slider. Two radial selectors are accessed,
one over the beginning ofthe initial selection and one over the end (Figure 3.2b). Tapping
is used to select a starting time/date from the first selector and an end time/date from the
second selector. To further refine their selection, the drag up gesture can be used to access
additional nested selectors.
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i. Initial Date Selection:

i. Initial Date Selection:

ii. Zoom Out:

ii. Pan:

iii. Zoom In:

iv. Zoom In:

iv. Zoom In :

v. Zoom Out:

(a)

(b)

Fig ure 3.2. Zooming and pann ing w ith Dynamic Radial Navigat ion using a single date/time selection (a)
and a range date/t ime selecti on (b). The sl ider is disp layi ng months, the initial se lector(s) is(are) displayi ng
days, and the outer se lector(s) is(are) displaying hours.
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Figure 3.3. (a) A full screen view of Dynamic Radial Navigation with the data fro m May 26th at

12:00 pm to July 121h at 12: 00 pm selected. (b) A full screen view of Dynamic Radial Navigation zoomed in
to select June 5th.

The semi-circular shape of the selectors was chosen because it is compact and
helps to prevent occlusions of the data by the user' s hand (Brandl et al. 2009). The use of
a shape that is different from that of a traditional time slider also allows the users to spin
the selectors and interact with them in a different way than they could interact with a time
slider. As with the previously described approach, the selected data point/data range is
highlighted on the slider using a different colour for each level of granularity in order to
assist users in visualizing the granular features of the data selection that they have made.
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3.4
3.4.1

User evaluation settings and methods
Prototype development
The two approaches described in Section 3 were implemented as software

prototypes in order to study them via user evaluations. The software was developed for
the Apple iPad multi-touch tablet computer using the Objective-C programming language
and the ArcGIS SDK for iOS (Esri, 2012) for the mapping portion of the interfaces. The
iPad selected for this study had a 9.7" screen and a pixel resolution of 1024 by 768 at 132
pixels per inch. However, the approach itself is generic and may be implemented on other
tablet computers of a similar size. The prototypes were developed for the sole purpose of
evaluating the proposed approaches and were not intended to operate as fully functioning,
usable software. The data consisted of a set of co-ordinates and the time of collection.
They were imported into a database from a .csv file and the database was accessed using
SQL.

Two additional data selection methods based on more commonly used temporal
selection approaches were also implemented for comparison. The first method,
'Date/Time Spinners', is based on picker wheels that are the most commonly used
method for selecting time in mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablet computers),
found for instance in many calendar and alarm clock applications. The ' Date/Time
Spinners' consists of two picker wheel widgets that are made up of a series of wheels of
temporal values. Users can spin the wheels using a swipe gesture and then tap to stop the
wheels from spinning and select the desired value (Figure 3.4a). There are two picker
wheels, each one allowing a selection of temporal information at different levels of
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temporal granularity (i.e., months, days, and hours). The first wheel is used to select a
single time or the beginning of a temporal range and the second wheel is used to select
the end of a temporal range.
The second method, ' Drop-Down List', is based on drop-down menus, and uses a
series of drop-down menus, which are commonly used for selecting data in pointer-based
devices, for selecting dates and date ranges (Figure 3 .4b). There are two groups of dropdown menus, each of which contain a menu for each level of temporal resolution in the
data. The first group allows the users to select a single date or the start of a date range and
the second group allows the user to select the end date of range. The Date/Time Spinners
and Drop-Down List were implemented using components from the iOS SDK, whereas
the Linked Time Sliders and Dynamic Radial Navigation were custom-built due to the
lack of availability of suitable SDK components.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4. The Drop-Down List prototype (a) and the Date/Time Spinners prototype (b).

3.4.2

Method

A laboratory based user evaluation was used so that the researchers could
maintain control of multiple design aspects of the study and create measurable and
comparable tasks (Carpendale, 2008). The user evaluation employed a 4 x 4 (interface x
task type) between-subjects design where each participant used each interface once and
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completed each task type once. A Graeco-Latin square method was used to vary which
interface would be used for each task type, as well as to vary the order of task and
interface exposure. Such an approach is important to reduce the influence of learning
effects or fatigue (Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992). With a total of 40 participants, this resulted in
10 participants for each interface/task combination and the subsequent statistical analyses
were performed with this group size in mind.
The time to task completion was measured to provide an indication of the
efficiency of the prototypes. After completing the tasks, the participants' answers were
marked to assess their accuracy, providing an indication of the effectiveness of the
interfaces for each of the different task types. Perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness were measured using the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) instrument
(Davis, 1989), providing evidence of the overall usability of the prototypes. Each TAM
questionnaire consisted of six questions addressing ease of use and six addressing
usefulness. Participants' likes, dislikes, and general opinions were also gathered through
open ended questions at the conclusion of the study to assess overall participant
satisfaction.

3.4.3

Task types and tasks

Participants completed four different task types that varied in complexity.
Multiple task types were used and compared to assess if there was a difference in user
performance or preference between the interfaces depending on task complexity, as some
interfaces may be more appropriate for specific types of tasks than others. Task types
were defined by whether the participants had to select a single time/date or a range of
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times/dates and whether they had to perform the task at a single temporal granularity
(e.g., year) or across multiple temporal granularities (e.g. , year, month, day). The four
task types were classified as:
•

Single Time/Date Selection-Single Granularity (SS-SG)

•

Single Time/Date Selection-Multiple Granularities (SS-MG)

•

Range Time/Date Selection-Single Granularity (RS-SG)

•

Range Time/Date Selection-Multiple Granularities (RS-MG)
Each task consisted of several components: initial date selection, pan, zoom in,

and zoom out. The tasks required users to explore the data and answer questions about
one year of Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) data for a vessel that was fishing off the
south-east coast of the island of Newfoundland, Canada. These data were recorded every
hour and each point contains the location of the vessel and the time and date the data
point was collected. For example, the SS-SG task instructed participants to 'Pan through
each month to see in which months the vessel stops in St. John's and write these months
down in the space below' . The RS-SG task required users to pan and zoom through
different months to see which ports the fishing vessel was using at different times of the
year. The scenario for the SS-MG task involved participants zooming and panning to
specific dates and times to confirm or reject what the vessel had reported it was doing at
the time. The RS-MG task was based on the premise that an area was closed to fishing
during a specific time period and required participants to see where the fishing vessel was
located during and around that time period.
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3.4.4

Procedure

At the beginning of the evaluation, a pre-study questionnaire was administered to
assess the participants' experience with multi-touch devices and with online mapping
programs, virtual globes, and GIS. After completing the pre-study questionnaire, the
participants were introduced to each of the prototypes and shown how to temporally
zoom and pan in each one.
The participants then completed the four tasks. Before completing each task, the
participants were briefly trained to use the prototype specified for the task. They were
verbally instructed on how to zoom and pan while using the prototype. This was done
using the same dataset as was used for the evaluation, but focusing on a different
temporal and geographic aspect of the data. While completing each task, participants
recorded their answers, either by circling a multiple choice option or writing down single
word responses, as required by the task. They were also timed. After each task, the
participant completed an in-task questionnaire to measure the perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness of the prototype for each component of the task (i.e., initial data
selection, zoom in, zoom out, and pan) using a five-point Likert scale. After completing
all of the tasks, participants completed an open-ended post-study questionnaire that
sought their . general opinions and suggestions regarding each interface. The whole
procedure took between 45 and 60 minutes per participant. After the participants
completed the evaluation their answers were marked for accuracy.
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3.4.5

Participant demographics

Forty participants were recruited from our university community. These
participants were both undergraduate and graduate students from a variety of faculties
across the campus. To ensure participants possessed the basic background skills to
complete the tasks, they were screenedto ensure they had used a multi-touch device and
at least one of the following: an online mapping tool (e.g., Google Maps), a virtual globe
(e.g., Google Earth), a mapping application, or a GIS. This also ensured that the
participants were learning to use the specific prototypes, not the underlying technology or
a basic map, and represented at least a base level knowledge that the target user
population would have. The participants' experience levels were recorded and the
participants were asked additional detailed questions such as whether they had performed
similar analysis in a non-multi-touch environment in case there were wide variations in
performance between participants. The pre-study questionnaire indicated that participants
were generally frequent users of touch screens and geospatial technology (Figure 3 .5).
The majority of participants used touch screens on a daily basis and online maps, virtual
globes, or mapping applications weekly. Participants were less experienced with GIS,
although the majority had some exposure to it.
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Touch Screen Device
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• Daily
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Never

Figure 3.5. Participants' frequency of use of touch screen devices (left), online maps, virtual globes, and

mapping applications (centre), and GIS (right).

3.5

3.5.1

Results

Efficiency

The average completion times for each task for each interface are illustrated in
Figure 3.6. These data were statistically analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The RS-MG task was the only task with a statistically significant difference in completion
times between the prototypes (F (3 ,36) = 19.414, p < .001). Post hoc Tukey Honestly
Significant Difference (HSD) comparisons showed that completion times with the
Date/Time Spinners were significantly faster than completion times usmg Dynamic
Radial Navigation (p < .001) and the Linked Time Sliders (p = .006) for this task type.
Completion times using Dynamic Radial Navigation were significantly slower than
completion times for all other prototypes (Linked Time Sliders, p = .003 ; Drop-Down
List, p < .001).
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Figure 3.6. Mean time to task comp letion for each prototype for each task type: single date/time selectionsingle granularity (SS-SG), single date/time se lection-multi ple granularities (SS-M G ), range date/time
selection-s ing le granularity (SS-SG), and range date/time selection-multip le granularities (SS-MG). Error
bars represent the standard error from the mean.

3.5.2

Effectiveness

The mean task score was calculated for each prototype and each task (Figure 3 .7),
and ANOV A was used to test for significant differences. Effectiveness was not
statistically analyzed for the RS-MG task type as every participant answered all of the
questions correctly. No significant differences were found for any of the other task types
(SS-SG, F(3 ,36) = 1.320, P = .283; SS-MG, F(3 ,36) = .667, P = .578, RS-SG, F(3 ,36) =
L 714, P

=

.18 1), indicating that all of the methods are equally effective at completing all

of the tasks.
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3.5 .3

Perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness

For analysis, TAM questions for ease of use and usefulness were aggregated into
their respective categories for each task component. The non-parametric Mann-Whitney
U test was used to analyse the ordinal data. Tests were run pairwise for each component
of each task to evaluate the perceptions of the participants of each prototype to all others.

3.5.3.1 Single date/time selection-single granularity (SS-SG) task type

Overall, participants perceived all of the prototypes to be easy to use and useful
for all components of the task (i .e., initial date/time selection and pan), as shown in
Figure 3.8. This was the least complicated of the four tasks and did not require any
zooming or changing granularities. However, some significant differences were identified
in the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness between the prototypes for some
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of the SS-SG task components. The Drop-Down List was perceived as harder to use for
panning (Dynamic Radial Navigation, p < .001 Date/Time Spinners, p < .00 1) as well as
less useful for making an initial date/time selection (Dynamic Radial Navigation, p =
.018; Linked Time Sliders, p < .001; Date/Time Spinners, p < .001) and panning
(Dynamic Radial Navigation, p < .001 ; Linked Time Sliders, p = .001 ; Date/Time
Spinners, p < .001) .
•
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Figure 3.8. Perceived ease of use (left) and perceived usefulness (right) for the SS-SG task by prototype

and task component

3.5.3.2 Single date/time selection-multiple granularities (SS-MG) task type

There was a larger van ance m perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of the
prototypes for completing the components of the SS-MG task than for the simpler SS-SG
task (Figure 3.9). This task was more complicated than the SS-SG task, as it required
zoom operations to be performed by the participants and it required switching between
multiple granularities. Overall, the mean responses are positive, but some ofthe responses
for Dynamic Radial Navigation were neutral and negative.
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Figure 3.9. Perceived ease of use (left) and perceived usefulness (right) for the SS-MG task by prototype

and task component.

The Date Time Spinners were rated significantly higher (p < .05) for perceived
ease of use than all of the other prototypes for each component of the task, and Dynamic
Radial Navigation was rated significantly lower (p < . 05). For perceived usefulness, the
Date/Time Spinners were rated significantly higher (p < .05) than all other prototypes for
zooming in, and Dynamic Radial Navigation and Linked Time Sliders for zooming out.

3.5.3.3 Range date/time selection-single granularity (RS-SG) task type

For the RS-SG task, all of the prototypes were perceived to be easy to use and
useful for all components of the task (Figure 3.10). This task was more complicated than
the SS-SG task, as it required zoom operations to be performed by the participants. The
results showed that the Date Time Spinners and the Drop-Down List were rated
significantly higher (p < .05) than Dynamic Radial Navigation and Linked Time Sliders
in perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness for zooming in, and perceived ease of
use for panning and zooming out. There were no differences in perceived ease of use for
panning, and the Date/Time Spinners were rated significantly higher (p < .05) than the
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Linked Time Sliders and Dynamic Radial Navigation m perceived usefulness for
zooming out.
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Figure 3.10. Perceived ease of use (left) and perceived usefulness (right) for the RS-SG task by prototype

and task component.

3.5.3.4 Range date/time selection-multiple granularities (RS-MG) task type

For the RS-MG task, there was much more negati ve sentiment from the
participants regarding the perceived ease of use and usefulness for most components of
the task, especially for the Linked Time Sliders (Figure 3.11 ). This task type required the
most use of the finer granularity time sliders and the radial selectors. The Date/Time
Spi1mers and Drop-Down List were rated significantly higher (p < .05) than Dynamic
Radial Navigation and Linked Time Sliders in perceived ease of use in each task
component. The Linked Time Sliders were rated significantly lower (p < .05) than all
other prototypes in perceived usefulness m each task component. Dynamic Radial
Navigation was rated significantly lower (p < .05) in perceived usefulness than the
Date/Time Spinners in each task component and significantly lower (p < .05) than the
Drop-Down List for zooming in.
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3.5.4

Participant satisfaction

The post-study questionnaire asked participants open-ended questions regarding
what they liked and disliked about each prototype as well as providing a space for general
comments. A number of common themes were identifi ed in the participants' responses.
The participants found Multiple Linked Time Sliders visually appealing and liked the use
of different colo urs for identifying selections at different granularities, but disliked the
way the finer granularity sliders would scroll automatically and found the touch points on
the sliders to be too small. Participants fo und Dynamic Radial Navigation visually
appealing, liked how they could visualize all of the data at once and how the colours
helped identify the temporal granularities of the data that were selected. Participants
disliked the small size of the touch points and the difficu lty in spinning the radial
selectors. For the Date/Time Spinners, participants liked that it was familiar and easy to
use, while they disliked how much screen space the prototype took up and found it was
difficult to conceptualize selections when both components were needed. Participants also
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found the Drop-Down List familiar and easy to use but disliked the amount of time it took
to scroll through the data and found it did not use the touch screen capabilities effectively.

3.6

Discussion

While all prototypes enabled the participants to complete all of the assigned tasks
accurately, there were differences in the efficiency, perceived ease of use, and perceived
usefulness between the prototypes. The differences varied by task and sub-task
component. Participant comments and observations made during the study provide
indicators regarding the source of these differences and what might be done to improve
the approaches.
Although the participants' efficiency did not vary significantly for three of the
tasks, the RS-MG task showed a significant difference in completion times between
prototypes. Completion times with Dynamic Radial Navigation were significantly slower,
and with the Date/Time Spinners, significantly faster. Observations during the study and
comments by participants in the post-study questionnaires indicated that many
participants found it difficult to spin the radial selectors; the RS-MG task required the
most spinning, which could explain why participants took so much more time. Some
participants also experienced difficulty in scrolling through the finer resolutions using the
Linked Time Sliders. The sliders were designed to scroll automatically when the user
reached the edge of the slider. The participants appeared to want full control when
moving the data along the sliders and found it difficult to get used to the automatic
scrolling. This suggests that additional training and improvements to the implementation
could reduce, or eliminate, the differences in completion times.
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Although the prototypes were perceived, on average, as easy to use and useful for
most task components, there were statistically significant differences in ratings between
the prototypes and over the different tasks. For all but the simplest of tasks, the perceived
ease of use and perceived usefulness was rated significantly higher for the Date/Time
Spinners and lower for Dynamic Radial Navigation. Once again, this was reflected in the
user comments and observations, as the Date/Time Spinners were often referred to as
'familiar' and 'easy to use' while users commented that they had difficulty spinning the
radial selectors and some users appeared to be visibly frustrated.
As previously mentioned, time sliders are a common form of temporal navigation
and different forms of the time slider are included in many applications. It is interesting to
note that throughout this study, this popular approach was rated significantly lower than
Date/Time Spinners. This . may be due in part to the increased complexity added by
having sliders for each level of temporal granularity, or the difficulty in making precise
selections and adjustments within a multi-touch environment. The aforementioned
concern with scrolling in the finer levels of granularity may have also been an issue.
Many of the participants had previously used similar interfaces to the Date/Time
Spinners and the Drop-Down List, which likely influenced their ratings in the perceived
ease of use and usefulness of the prototypes. Within user studies, the interfaces that
participants have used the most may be preferred whether or not they are the best design
or use of the technology (Harrower & Sheesley, 2005). The Date/Time Spinners were
also referred to as 'smooth functioning' while many participants had issues with spinning
and scrolling the components of Dynamic Radial Navigation and the Linked Time
Sliders. The latter two prototypes were developed with custom components while the
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other prototypes were developed using existing components available in iOS. Clearly the
existing drop-in components would have gone through extensive testing and refinement
before release, while this was the first user evaluation for the components that were
created for this project.
The visual appearance of the prototypes and the ability of the prototypes to allow
one to visualize the selected data were common positive themes in the participants'
comments. Participants indicated that they found Dynamic Radial Navigation visually
appealing, that different colours for highlighting the selections at different temporal
granularities helped them to easily see what data they had selected, and that it allowed
them to see everything at once. Comments about the Linked Time Sliders also stated that
it was easy to see what was selected and that different colours for different granularities
were useful. Drop-Down List was criticized for not being able to view the data all at once
although some participants liked its compact size. Some participants stated that
Date/Time Spinners was not as visually appealing and that it took up too much screen
space. Although Dynamic Radial Navigation and Linked Time Sliders received many
comments about how their features assisted the participants in viewing their data
selections, this did not seem to influence their opinions of the perceived usefulness of the
prototypes in comparison to the more familiar alternatives. This indicates that perhaps
with sufficient training, the participants' positive general views of the novel features may
translate into positive impressions of ease of use and usefulness.
A common negative comment regarding Dynamic Radial Navigation and Linked
Time Sliders was in regards to the size of the touch points for navigating through the finer
granularities. The Date/Time Spinners and Drop-Down List received conflicting
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comments about their size. For the Date/Time Spinners, the participants liked the large
touch points but disliked how much space it took up on the screen, and for the DropDown List participants liked how it was compact on the bottom of the screen but disliked
how all of the data were not visible at once. The generally high perceived ease of use and
perceived usability rankings for the Date/Time Spinners appear to indicate that a large
interface is preferred to the touch points being considered too small. These comments
emphasize the challenges of designing a compact, useful, and novel approach to temporal
navigation that is also easy to control within a multi-touch interface.

3. 7

Conclusion

Navigating the temporal dimension of spatio-temporal data is important for helping
users explore their data and answer their research questions. The ability to discover
'when' an event took place or an object or person was in an area is part of answering
complex questions and needs to be incorporated along with the ability to answer 'where'
and 'what' (Peuquet, 2002). The temporal dimension is part of exploring questions from
fields as diverse as health and epidemiology (AvRuskin et al., 2004; Castronovo et al.,
2009; Richardson et al., 2013) to urban planning (Joo et al., 2010). Previous studies have
developed methods for spatio-temporal navigation but not for temporal zoom and pan at
multiple granularities within a multi-touch environment. This gives users greater control
over the detail of their temporal data selections and explores the potential benefits of
adopting a technology that is growing in popularity. This study has presented two novel
and interactive methods for navigating through the temporal dimension of spatio-temporal
data. These methods allow users to make and modify single or range date/time selections
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in a multi-touch environment.
These approaches were evaluated using a laboratory-based user study along with
two additional ways of navigating time and date selections. Although two approaches
were selected, additional approaches, such a calendar widgets, could have been also
selected and could be considered for future evaluation. This evaluation found that overall,
all of the approaches were perceived as useful and easy to use although Date/Time
Spinners were often rated higher than other prototypes and Dynamic Radial Navigation
was often rated lower. There was no difference in accuracy between any of the
approaches. While there was no difference in time to task completion for three of the
tasks, the Date/Time Spinners were faster to use and Dynamic Radial Navigation was
slower to use than the rest of the approaches for the most complicated task. Specific
issues that affect the usability and ease of use of the proposed approaches were identified.
These included difficulty in spinning the radial selectors, confusion about scrolling the
fine grained time sliders, and small touch points on the radial selectors and fine grained
time sliders. Participant comments indicated that while they tended to find the Date/Time
Spinners and Drop-Down List familiar and easy to use, they liked the appearance and
visualization capabilities of the Dynamic Radial Navigation and Linked Time Sliders.
A key outcome in this study is in relation to the trade-offs between the sizes of the
controls, their utility, and the novelty of the approach. Although the Date/Time Spinners
showed all levels of temporal granularity in full at all times, wasting valuable space in the
display, the sizes of the touch points and the familiarity with its operation lead to positive
impressions. The new approaches that were designed to be compact, and provided
dynamic access to the temporal granularity as necessary, were deemed to be less desirable
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because of the difficulty of interacting with the small touch points and the novelty of the
interaction. While we remain confident in the value of supporting temporal zoom and pan
in an interactive manner, further work is required to find an appropriate balance between
providing the user control over the manipulation of the temporal aspect of the data and
the usability constraints present within multi-touch tablet computers.
Possible further work could consist of modifying some of the features of Dynamic
Radial Navigation and Linked Time Sliders that study participants reported as difficult to
use. For dynamic radial navigation, this could involve reprogramming the radial dials and
making them more responsive to users' gestures and easier to rotate, as well as increasing
the touch point size of the radial dials without making the interface too large on the
screen. For the Linked Time Sliders, the automatic scrolling of the finer granularity
sliders could be eliminated and users could be allowed to drag the sliders themselves. The
touch point size for the finer granularity sliders could be increased. To increase the size of
the touch points on the radial dials or the fine grained sliders, the dial or slider that the
user is working with could dynamically increase in size to make precise selections easier.
While individual colours were used in both approaches to differentiate temporal
granularities, there are other options available to do this, such as using a range of
intensities of the same colour. Various colour and intensity combinations could be tested
to see if one method is preferred over others. An additional user evaluation with experts
using their own data could also be attempted to see how the approaches perform outside
of a controlled laboratory setting and under conditions where extensive training is
appropriate.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
4.1

Summary

Spatia-temporal data are an important component in answering modern research
questions in a wide variety of fields . Users need to be able to effectively navigate the
temporal dimension of their data to allow them to be able to fully utilize all components
of their data when performing data exploration and analysis. Temporal navigation
approaches implemented in commercial software are often very basic and do not permit a
large range of types of queries. Most of the approaches proposed in the academic
literature have been developed in WIMP interfaces and do not take advantage of currently
available interaction technologies such as multi-touch devices.
This research aimed to support users in navigating the temporal dimension of their
spatia-temporal data by designing, implementing in software prototypes, and testing with
a user evaluation two novel approaches to temporal zoom and pan while taking advantage
of multi-touch technologies. These approaches were designed to navigate both temporal
primitives, points and intervals, and were structured for linear temporal data. They were
intended to be compact on the screen while providing the users with access to a large
range of temporal granularities to allow them to use the appropriate granularity for
exploring their research questions. The approaches were also designed to allow the users
.to visually see the selections they have made and operate as a type of temporal legend
(Edsall et al. , 1997), as well as to enable the users to move quickly, accurately, and easily
through their temporal data. The approaches were implemented in software prototypes
and evaluated along with two traditional approaches in a user evaluation.
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While all of the approaches enabled the user evaluation participants to temporally
navigate through the given spatia-temporal dataset and accurately respond to the task
questions, there were differences between user preferences for the different approaches.
Participants frequently rated the Date/Time Spinners approach highest in perceived ease
of use and perceived usefulness. Users also commented that this prototype was easy to
use and familiar. The familiarity with this interface from its ubiquity on smartphones
could have influenced participants opinions as people often prefer interfaces that they are
already familiar with (Harrower & Sheesley, 2005). The proposed approaches were
appreciated for their visualization capabilities, particularly how they allowed participants
to see what they had selected within the dataset. Attempting to keep the approaches
compact to leave maximum screen space for the data display resulted in touch points that
were too small for some of the participants. Participants also found it difficult to operate
some of the components at the finer resolutions. This indicates that the proposed
approaches have benefits, but need to be further refined and balanced with the elements
that make the existing approaches easy to use. Throughout the study the participants
easily grasped the concept of zooming and panning as it was applied to the temporal
dimension.
Four research questions were posed in Section 1.2 and have been addressed as
follows:
•

How can the spatial zoom and pan paradigm be applied to an approach
for navigating the temporal dimension of spatio-temporal data within a
geospatial application?
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Users of geospatial systems are familiar with navigating through the spatial
dimension of their data using spatial zoom and pan tools (Harrower & Sheesley, 2005), as
discussed in Section 2.4.1. By adapting and applying this way of conceptualizing data
navigation to the temporal dimension, users will already be familiar with the basic
concepts. This provides users with a quick way to construct and move through their
temporal data selections instead of having to take time to re-structure every selection they
make.
Zooming within the spatial dimension either increases the area viewed in the map
display through zooming out, or decreases the area viewed on the map display through
zooming in (see Section 2.4.1). This was translated to the temporal context by using zoom
out to increase the temporal range of data viewed in the map display and using zoom in to
decrease the temporal range of the data viewed on the map display (see Section 2.4.2).
While in a spatial context panning re-centres the map within the display window while
maintaining the same spatial scale, in a temporal context this was applied as re-centring
the temporal selection window while still maintaining the same temporal extent. This
paradigm has been successfully implemented for temporal navigation in other systems
(Neumann, 2010).
•

How can the zoom and pan paradigm be implemented to enable users to
temporally navigate their spatio-temporal data within a GIS or virtual
globe in a multi-touch environment?

Two approaches, Multiple Linked Time Sliders and Dynamic Radial Navigation,
were designed as ways to temporally zoom and pan through spatia-temporal data in a
multi-touch environment (see Section 3.3.2). These approaches are both linear navigation
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methods and are both capable of navigating through spatia-temporal data with multiple
temporal granularities. Multiple Linked Time Sliders adapts the traditional time slider to
the interactive capabilities of a multi-touch environment. In Dynamic Radial Navigation,
the slider for navigating the coarsest level of granularity of data is based on a traditional
time slider, the radial selectors used for finer granularities are designed to be more
compact and to see if there is any benefit in interacting with the semi-circular shape over
a traditional linear slider (e.g., speed, user preference). The gestures used for interacting
with these approaches were based on the interaction paradigm of spatial zoom and pan.
•

Do the approaches developed for temporal zoom and pan in GIS assist
users in navigating the temporal dimension of spatio-temporal data?

A laboratory-based user evaluation conducted with 40 participants from the
Memorial University of Newfoundland student community was used to assess the four
approaches (see Section 3.4). This evaluation consisted of three parts. First, the
participants were required to complete a pre-study questionnaire to obtain background
information regarding their experience with GIS and mapping software and multi-touch
screen devices. Second, the participants used the prototypes to complete assigned tasks
and answered questionnaires, based on Davis' (1989) Technology Acceptance Model, to
measure perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Third, the participants
completed a post-study questionnaire to gather their opinions on what they liked and
disliked about each approach. The participants were also timed and their tasks were
graded after they study was complete.
The participants all completed the tasks given to them with high rates of accuracy
illustrating that that the approaches enable users to temporally navigate their data (see
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Section 3.5.2). Both approaches were, on average, rated as easy to use and useful for most
components of the tasks (see Section 3.5.3). While for some task components the
approaches received average ratings close to neutral, neither of them had negative
average ratings for any task components.

•

How do the proposed approaches compare to other approaches for
temporal navigation?

Two additional prototypes, Date/Time Spinners and Drop-Down List, were
developed for the user evaluation process (see Section 3.4.1). These were tested in the
user evaluation along with the two proposed approaches. There were no significant
differences between any of the approaches in accuracy of task completion for any of the
task types (see Section 3.5.2). This illustrates that all of the prototypes are equally capable
of completing each task. For time to task completion, there was no significant difference
between the prototypes for three of the task types but for the most complicated task type,
range selection-multiple granularity, Date/Time Spinners was significantly faster than the
other approaches and Dynamic Radial Navigation was significantly slower (see
Section 3.5 .1). Overall, Date Time Spinners tended to be rated higher in perceived ease of
use and perceived usefulness than the other prototypes and Dynamic Radial Navigation
tended to be rated lower (see Section 3.5.3). Participant comments indicated that they
liked the ease of use and familiarity of Date/Time Spinners and Drop-Down List and they
liked the appearance and the visualization capabilities of Multiple Linked Time Sliders
and Dynamic Radial Navigation (see Section 3.5.4).
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4.2

Limitations and opportunities

This research identified ways to navigate the temporal dimension of spatiatemporal data and many benefits of the different approaches were identified with the user
evaluation. However, there were also several limitations identified. Many of these
limitations relate to the technical restrictions of the prototypes or the design of certain
comp<,ments.
The prototypes for the proposed methods were developed from custom made
components. The designs of the some of the components, particularly the radial selectors
in the Dynamic Radial Navigation prototype were difficult to implement in a software
prototype. The radial selectors ended up being difficult to spin for many study
participants, several participants appeared visibly frustrated during the evaluation, and
this appears to have influenced the perception of the usefulness and ease of use of this
approach. There were also other technical issues, such as the fine granularity sliders
popping up or down too easily, that one would expect to find during the first full
evaluation of a software prototype. Since the two comparison prototypes were made with
existing components they had less technical issues and this may have influenced the
ratings of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. While efforts were made to
develop interfaces that could be used to test the research concepts, the development of
effective user interfaces represents a significant effort in fully developed software
industry projects, requiring several steps of testing, work that was beyond the scope of a
M.Sc. thesis.
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One of the main limitations identified with the proposed approaches was the size
of the touch points on the radial selectors of the Dynamic Radial Navigation approach
and, to a lesser degree, the size of the touch points on the finer granularity sliders in the
Linked Time Sliders approach. One way to solve this would be to make the components,
and therefore the touch points, larger. Since one of the design goals was to make the
components compact in order to maximize screen space for the map display, a dynamic
approach to increasing the size of the components when the user needs it could be taken.
For example, this could consist of a component increasing in size when the user interacts
with it, or using the fish eye effect when a finger hovers over a component. This would
require a thorough literature review to determine the available options.
Another common complaint from participants was that the fine grained sliders for
Multiple Linked Time Sliders scrolled on their own. While this feature was implemented
to try to simplify scrolling through the dataset, almost every participant was observed to
have some difficulty with this feature. Full control could be given to the user so that they
could move the sliders along themselves.
Due to the number of prototypes that needed to be tested and the number of task
types that needed to be completed, a between subjects study design was used for the
evaluation as a within subjects design would have taken too much time per participant.
Because of this structure, participants were unable to make direct comparisons between
the prototypes and rank them for each task. Since most of the variation in participant
opinion and performance was for the most difficult task type, if the above mentioned
changes were implemented, then a subsequent user evaluation could potentially use a
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within subjects design and a single task type. Participants would then be able to make
direct comparisons between the approaches.
The user evaluation was a laboratory study where each participant used the same
data and performed assigned tasks. If fmiher modifications were made to the prototypes,
a field study where expert users use their own data and explore their own research
questions may be a useful tool for further evaluation (Duh et al., 2006). A field study
would be able to assess how the approaches perform with different data types. It would
also be able to assess the potential of the approaches to assist users in exploring their own
research questions. Field studies have the potential to identify issues that may not surface
within the confines of a laboratory, particularly on mobile devices (Duh et al., 2006).
Testing with different sizes of datasets may also help to indicate the limits of the
effectiveness of the approaches.
There is also the opportunity to expand this research to incorporate different types
of time. The proposed approaches and the comparison prototypes were all designed to
work with linear time. Cyclic time can also be important for answering research questions
if the questions are about recurring events (Frank, 1998). Attempts could be made to
incorporate cyclic time into the approaches. This could potentially be done expanding the
existing components or may require additional components to be added.
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Appendix A- User Evaluation Documents

Pre-study Questionnaire: 1nleractive Temporal Zoom and Pan within a Multi-loum Environment
Date:. _ _ __ __

Participant ID:.._- - - - - - - - - - -

Please answer the followin~ que.sti.o ns to provide some bad:ground infomlation. If any of the terms .or

questions are not clear plea·s e ask the re.searche.-for cla.r ification
1.

Have you ever wed a touch screen device such as a tablet computer (e.;g., Apple iPatd, Sarru:ung ·
Galaxy) or •· smartphone (e.g., Android, Apple iPhone)>
Yesa

2.

~o

How frequently do you use tooch screen devices?"
Weekly a

Daity o

3.

Monthly a

l.e:ss than once a month o

Which :activiti<>s do you normally use a toudl screen device for? Ched: all tha't are :appli.Giblo..
Browsing: the Web o
R.eadtng c.
Ptayi.n g .c•m~ c

Textin~a

Using apps {other than games) c
4.

Othero _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Have you ever wed an Apple iPad?
Yesa

Noo

If you answered yes. to question 4, please answer que-stion 5. OtMrwis.e, s·k:ip to question 6.
5.

6.

How frequently do you we an Apple iPad?
Monthly a
Daily o
Weekly o

less than once a month o

Have you ever used o nlirJe maps (e.g. Goog1e Map>), virtual globes (e.g. Goog,le Ea.'rth) or
mapping apps?
Yes o
No a

If you answer-ed Yes to question 6, please answer questions 7 t o '9. Otherwise, slcip to question 10:
7.

How frequently do you use online map> (e.g. Google M.>J>s ), virtual globes (e.g. Google
Earth) or mapping apps?·
Daily o

8.

Weel<ty o

Mont1"11y o

'l,.e.ss than once a mo nth o

How frequently do you use online maps (e.g. Google Maps), virtual g lobe> (e.g. Google
Ean-h) or mapping apps on .a touch screen device?
Dr.Jity o
Weekly o
Monthly o
'Less than o,nce a mont h a

9~

Never o

Have you ever used a tim'!! slicfer (:a control that allows you to display data from d iffe-rent
points. in time by sfidLTlg a pointer along a line} in an online mapping application (e.g.
Google Maps ) or .nrtual ~;lobe (e.g. Google Earth)?
Yes c

No

e1

1
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10.

Haw yoo ever used a geographic information system {GIS} (e.g. Al'cGIS}?
Ye5 o Noo

If you answered Yes to question 10, please answer questions 11 to 14. Otherwise, the survey is
complete:

11.

12.

How frequently do you use a GIS?
D-aily o
Weekly o
Monthly o

~ss

than once a m onth o

Do you have any fo<mal t rai:ning in GIS?

Yeso

No o

13.

Have you eW'!' used a GIS to look at cha.nges in data overtime (e.g_ explo ring data ove-r a
:period of Se'lferal years)?
Yeso Noo

14.

Have you ever used a G!S to look at data in different temp«al gra.n ularitioes (e.g. looked
at a year of da.t a' then lo<Jked at one day from that yea.}?
Yeso Nio o

:1.
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In-task Questionnaire: Interactive Tempora l Zoom and Pan within a Multi-Touch Environment
Participant 10:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:
INSTlRUCTlONS: Please rate hoow strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following statements by ci'rcliog the
appropriate number.
The following questions relate to your experiences ustng the ()yrH>mic Radial Navigation interface for selecting an initial
time and panning with a single tempo.ral unit at a s•ingle granularity.

Initial Date Selection
Learning to select an initial date with the
Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface wa:s easy
forme
I found i:t easy to se~ct an initial date with the
Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
My interaction with using the Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interface to selett an initial date
was ~ar ·a nd understanda.ble
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interlace to be flexible to interact with when
s"lecting an initial date
It was easy for me to become skilful at
seilecti~ an initial d 'a te LtSi.ng the Dynamic
Radial Navi~tion Interface
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interlace easy to liSe for se,l ecting an initial
date

Initial Date Selection
Us ing the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
to select an initial date enabled me to
accomplish this taslc more quickly
Using the Dynamic Radi.al Navig:ation Interface
improve,<~ my perfo rmance in selecting an
initial da-t e
Using the Dynamic Radial Navig;ltion Interface
increased my prodluctivity in selecting an initial!
date
Using the Dynamic 'R adial Navigation Interface
enhanced my effectiveness when se~cting an
initial dat.e
Using the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
made it easieno select an initiill date
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interlace useful forselecti~ an initial date

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

S.tr<>n gly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3·

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Disa~e

Neutral'

Agree

s .t rongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Temporal Pan
Learning to temp orally pan to a single
temporal unit with the Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interlace was e asy for me
I found it easy to temporally pan to a, single
temporal unit w ith the Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interlace
My interacticm with using the Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interla ce to temporally pan to a
single temporal unit was clear and
understandable
I found the Dynamic Radi<al Navigation
Interface to be flexible to interact with when
temporally .p anning to a single temporal unit
It was easy for me to become skilful at
temporally panning t o"' single tempor;ol unit
using the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interface easy to use for temporally panning to
a single tempor-al unit

Temporal Pan
U~i;ng the Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterfa<e
to tempor-ally p;a!n to a si·ngle temporal unit
enabled me to accomplish this taslt more
Quidcly
iliing the Dynamic Radial Navigation tnterfa<e
improved my p ertorman ce in temporally
panning to a single temporal unit
l.J'srng the Dynamic Radial Navigation Inte rface
increased my productivity in temporally
pann ing to a sin,gle tempor;ol unit
Usmg the Dynamic Radial Navi~:<~tion Interface
enh-anced my effectiveness when tempora lty
panning to .a .sin,gle temporal unit
Using the Dynamic 'R adial Navigation Interface
made it easier to tempor-ally p;m to a single
temporal unit
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interface useful for tern porally panning to a.
single temporal unit

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutra l

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Disag,nee

Neutral.

Agree

Stra<ngly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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In-task Que5tion.naire: Interactive Tempora l Zoom and Pan within a Multi-Touch Environment
Participant 10:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:
INSTRUcnONS: Plea<Se rate t>ow strongly you agree or di:sagTee with each of the following statements by ci:rcling the
appropriate number.
Tl>e following questions relate to your e•pe-riences using the Dynamic Radial Navigation interface for zooming in,
pannin.:. and zoomin.: out with a .-an~e of time selection at a single granu.larit) .
Strongly
Strongly
Tempo:ral Zoom In
Disagre-e
Neutral
Agree
Disagree
Agre-e
Learning to temporal.ly.zoom in to a range of time at
a single granularity witt> tf>e OynamiG Radial
3
4
1
2
5
Navig~tion Interlace w-a:s easy for me
I found i:t easy to tempera lly zoom in to a range of
time at a single gr.onu.larity with tf>e Dynamic Radial
4
1
2
3
5
Navigation Interlace
My interaction with using tt>e- Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interface to temporally zoom .in to a
4
2
3
1
5
range of time at a single ganularity was clear and
understandabl<>
I found the Dynamic Radial Navig-ation Interface t o
be flexible to interact with when temporalty zoomi'ng
1
2
3
4
5
in to a r;mge of time at a single gran·ularity

It was easy for me to become skilful' at temporally
zooming in to a range of time at a single granularity
using the· Oynami<: Radial Navigation Interface
I found the Dynamic Radial Nllvigation Interface easy
to use for temporally zoomtng in to a range of time
at a single granularity

Temporal Zoom l.n
lJsi:ng the Dynamic Radial Navig;~tion lnterfa.c e to
temporally zoom i.n to a range of time at a single
granularity enabled me to accomplish thls task more
quid<tv
Usi:ng the Dynamic •Radi;ll Navig;~tion lnterfa<:e
.improved my pe'rformance in temporally zooming in
to a range of time at a single granularity
U'srng the Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterfa.c e
increased my productivity in temporally zooming in
to a range of time at a single granularity
U's rng the Dynamic; Radial Navigation Interface
enhanced my effectiveness when tempmo.lly
1ooming in to a range of time at a single granularity
Usi:ng the DynamiC 'R adial Navigation lnterfa<:e made
it easier to temporally zoom ln to a range of time at a

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

s

1

2

3

4

s

sin~:le ~:ranularitv

I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterta<:e
useful fof"temporally zooming in to a range of time
at a single granularity
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Tempo<al Pan

Disa~ree

Nel.ltral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Disa~e

Nel.ltral

Agree

Strongjly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Stron~y

Disagree

Learning to temporally pan to a "ange of time
at a single granularity with the Dynamic Radial

Navil:"tion Interlace wa:s easy for me
I found it easy to temJX>rally pan to a range of
time at a single granularity with the Oyna mic
Radial N·avig;otion Interlace
My interaction with using the Dynamic Radial
Navil:"tion Interlace to temporally pan to a
range of time at a single granularity wa:s clear
and understandable
I found the ·Dynamic Radial Navig;~tion
Interface to be flexible to in.t eract with when
temporally parming to"' range of time at a
single granularity
It was easy for me to become skilful at
temporally panning to"' rOJng:e of time at a
single granularity using tbe l!>ynamic Radial
Navil:"tion lnterfice
I found the Dynamic llbdial Navigation
Interface easy to use for temporally panning: to
a range oftime at a single .granularity

Tempo<al Pan
Uisi.ng: the Dynamic Radial N~vig;otion lnterla.c e
to temporally pan to a ran.g e of t ime at a single
granufarity enabled me to accomplish this task
more qu icldy
Using: the Dynamic Radial Navig;otion Interlace
improved my perlonnance in temporally
panning: to a range of time at a single
granularity
Using: the Dynamic lbdiOJI N:avig;;otion lntem.c e
increased my productivity in temporally
panning to a range of t im.e :at a single
granularity
U1si:ng: the Dynamic Radial N~vig.ation lnterla.ce
enhaoced my effectivene·s s when tempo<rally
panning to a range of tim.e at a single
granularity
Using: the Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterla.c e
ma<:le it easier to temporally pan to a •r ange of
time at a single granularity
I found the Dynamic; Radial Navig;~tion
Interface useful for temporally panning to a
range ·of ·time at a single granularity
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Temporal Zoom Out
Learnin.gto temporally zoom out to a range o f
time at a single granularity with the Dynamic
Radial Navigation lntern.c e was easy for me
I found i;t easy to temporally zoom o ut t o a
range ohime at a single g.ranularity wilih the
[)ynamic Radial Navigation Interface
My interaction with using the Dynamic R;odial
Navigation Interfa ce to temporally zoom out to
a range of time at a, single .g ranularity was
dea~ and understandable
I found the Dynamic; !Radial Navigation
Interface to be flexible t o inter<lct witt. when
temporally zooming out to a range of time at a
single gr<!nularity
It was easy for me to become skilful at
tempor ally zooming out to a r.ang:e of t ime at a
single granularity using the li>ynami<; Radial
Navigation Interface
I found the Dynamic Radial N•a vigation
Interlace easy to use for zooming out to a
r<lnge of time at a single granularity

Temporal Zoom 'Out
Using the Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterfa.c e
to temporally zoom out to a range of time at a
slngle granularity enable<! me to accompfish
thfs task more quic~ly
U'si:ng the Dynamic Radia.l Navig,a tion Internee
improve<!. my performance in temporally
zooming out to a range o,ftime at a single
gr<lnu!arity
Usi:ng the Dynamic Radial Navigation Internee
increased my productivity in tem;porally
zooming out to a wange of t ime at a single
granularity
U'song the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
enhance<! my effecti>ieness when temporally
zooming out to a range oftime at a single
granularity
U'slng the Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterfaO>
made it easieno temporally zoom out to a
ran~e ·o f time at a s inde granularity
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interlace us eful for temporally zooming out to
a range· of time at a single ,gr.a nularity

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutr.al

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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In-task Questionnaire: Interactive Te mporai Zoom a.nd Pan within a Multi-Touch Environment
Dat e:
!Participant 10:_ ____________
INSTRUCTlONS: Plea:se rat e oow .strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following .stat ements by circling _the
appropriate number.
The following questions relate to your experiences using the Oyn:amic Radial Navigation im erfilce for zooming in,
panning, and Z{)()ming out with a single temporal unit at a dynamic granularity
Strongly
Stron_g ly
Disagree
Neutral
· Temporal Zoom In
A,::;ree
Agree
Dlsa~ree
Learning to t" mporal.ly zoom in to a single t"'mpoor.ol
3,
4
unit at a dyniamicgr.anularity with the Dynamic Radial
2
5
1
Navigation Interface was easy for me
I found i;t easy to temporalty zoom in to a .single
temporal unit at a dynamic granularity with the
4
5
1
2
3
Oynamic Radial Navigation Interface
My interaction with using t he Oynamic Ri>diail
Navigation, Interface to tempor<~lly zoom in to a single
4
5
1
2
3
temporal unit .at a dynamic granularity was dear and
understandable
I found the Dynamic Radial Na..igation Interface to be
flexibl'e to interact with when temporally zooming into
5
1
2
3
4
a sin~le te-m poral unit at a dynamic granularity
1-t was easy for me to become s kilful' at temporally
zoom ing in to a single temporal unit at a dynamic
3
4
5
1
2
granularity using the Oynamic Radial Navigatioo
Interlace
I found t he Dynamic Radial Navigation Int erface easy
to use for temporalty ;rooming in t o a sin;gle te mporal
4
5
1
2
3
unit at a dynamic granular,ity

Temporal Zoom In
Usi:ng the Dynamic Radial Navig;;tion Interface to
temporally zoom in t o a s ingle temj)OI"ail unit at a
dynamic gr~nu larity enabled!me to accom plish this
tatSk more Quicktv
Us ing the Dynamic Radial N.a vigation Interface
improved my perlonmanc;e in temporally zooming in t o
a single tem poral. unit at a dynamic granularity
U'sin g t he Dynamic Radial N'ilvig;ation lnt erfa.<e
increased my productivity in ten~porally zo oming in to a1
sinck!·temporal unit at a d ynami.c gr;mularity
Usrng the Dynamic Radial Navig;;tion Interface
enhaoced my effectiveness when tempor.~.lly zooming
in to a .s:ingle t"'""poral unit at a dynamic granularity
Usiiflg the Dynamic Radial N'ilvig;ation lnterfa.ce made it
easier to tempon.lly zoom in to a single temporal unit
a t a dynamic-granul.a ritv
I found t he Dynamic Radial Na..igation Interface useful
for tempora fly zooming in to a s ingle t"'""poral unit at a
dynamic granularity_

Strongly
Disagree

Disag,ree

Neutral!

A,::;re e

St rongly
Agree

1

2

3,

4

5

1!

2

3

4

5

1

2

3·

4

5

:1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Tempor:al Pan
Learning to temporal ly pan to a single
temporal unit at a dynamic granularity w ith
the Dynamic Radial Navigation ~nterface was
easvforme
I found it easvtotemporally pan to a1single
tempo·r al unit at a dynamic granularity with
the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
My interaction with using the Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interface to temporally pa.n to a
siJ1i:!e temporal unit at a dynamic granularity
was dear and l!lnderstandable
I found the Dynamic Radbl Navigation
Interface to be flexible to interaiCI with when
temporally pannin.g to a sing.l e temporal unit
at a dynamic granularity
It was easvforme to become s~ilful· at
temporally panning to a' single tempor.al unit
at a dynamic granularity using the Dynami<:
Radial Navigation lnterfa:c e
I found the Dynamic !Radial Navigation
lnterfOKe easy to use for temporally panning·to
a single temporal unit at adynamic
granul<trity

Temporal Pan
Using the Oyn<tmic :Radial Navigation lnterfa>ee
to temporally P"n to a single temporal unit at
a dynamic; granularity enabled me to
accomplish this. task mo'e quiddy
U:sing the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
improved my performance in temporally
panning to .a .s ingle tempor.al unit at a
dynamic cranularity
Ulsing the Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterfao!
increased my productivity in temporally
panning to a sin.c le temporal unit at a
dynamic; gr.anularity
U:si:ng the D'fn<lmic Radia.l Navigation Interface
enhanced mv·effectiveness when temporally
panning to a .s ingle temporal unit at a
dynamic gr:anularity
Uising the O'fn<lmic Radial Navigation lnterfa.c e
ma.de.it easier to tempor.~l'ly pan to a singlf!
temporal unit at a dynamic cranularity
I found the Dynamic: Radial N'a vigation
Interface useful.for temporally panning to a
single temporal unit at a dynamic: granularity

Strongly
Disal'[ree

Disag;ree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Disagree

Neutral:

Agree

S.tr<>ngly
Agree

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3.

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

StrOflgly
Disa~:ree
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Temporal Zoom Out
Learning to temporally zoom out to a sin~le
tempor.ol unit at a dynamic ~ranularity w i:th
the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface was
easy forme
I found it easy to temporally room out to a
single temporal unit at a dynamic gr-anularity
with the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
My interaction with using t h e Dynamic R<>di:al
Navigation Interface to temporally zoom out to
a sin~le temj>O<Oll unit at a dynamic
granularity was cfe:ar and understa:ndable
I found the Dynamic: !Radial Navigation
Int erface to be flexible to interact with when
temporally zooming out t o a single temporal
unit at a dynamic granularity
It was easy for me to be.c ome s kilful at
temporally zooming out to a single temporal
unit at a dynamic granularity using the
Dynamic Radial Navigation Interlace
I found the Dynamic: Radial Navigation
Interface easy to use for zooming out to a
s ingle temporal unit at a dynamic: gr-anularity

Temporal Zoom Out
U'sin g the Dynamic: Radial Navigation Interface
to temporally zoom out to a single temporal
unit at a dynamic granularity enabled me t o
accomplish this task more q uickly
Usrn g the Dynamic: Radial Navigation Interface
improved my perfonnance in temporally
zoom ing out to a s ingle temporal unit at a
dynamic: granularity
lJ'si:ng the Dynamic Radiiil Navig:ation Interface.
increased my productivity in tem porally
zooming out to a s ingle temporal unit at a
dynami<; granularity
U's in~ t he Dynamic Radial Navigation lnterfa.c e
e nhaoced my effectNeness when tempo,ra.lly
zooming out to a single temporal unit a·t a
dynamic granularity
Using the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
made it easier t o temporally zoom out to a
single temporal unit at a dynamic u:anularitv
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interface useful for-te mporally zooming out to
a single t" mporal unit at a dynamic
granularity

Stron~ly

Strongly
Disagree

Disa~ree

Neutral

Agree

1

2

3·

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
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4

5
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4
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Agree

s.trong.ly
Agree
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5
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3

4

5
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4
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4
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In-task Questionnaire: Interactive T'empora t Zoom and Pan witllin a Multi-Touch Environment
Date:
Participant ID:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
INSTRUGnOf'lS: Please rate h>ow .strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following statements by ci:rcling the
appropriate number.
The following questions relate to your experiences using the Dynamic Radial Navig;otion int erface for zooming in,
panning, and zooming out with a •r ange of time selection at a dynamic granularity.
Strongly
Strongly
Temporal Zoom In
Disagree Neutral
Agre e
Agree
Disagree
l earning to temporally zoom in to a range of t ime
s e]ection at a dy.n amic gra nularity wit h the Dynamic Radial
3
4
s
1
2
Navigation Interface was easy for me
I found it· easy to temporally room in to a. range of tim e
1
2
3
4
s
s ..lection at a clynamic gr;onularity with the Oy~W~micRadial
Navig;otion Interface
My interactie>n with using thE> Dyn•m ic Radial Naviga tion
Interface to t~>mpo rally zoom in to a range of t ime
2
3
4
s
1
selectiol\ at" clynamic gra.nularity was dear al\d
undE>rStandable
Ifound the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface t o be
flexible to interact with whet1 temporally zooming in to a
1
2
3
4
s
range .o f tim e selection at a clynarnic: granularity
It was easy forme to become skilful at t emporally zooming
3
4
s
in to a. range of time selection at a dynamic granularity
1
2
using the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
I found the Dynamic: Radial Navi~::ation Interface easy t o
use for temporally zooming i·n to a range o f time selection
1
2
3
4
s
at a dynamic granularity

Temporal Zoom In

Strongly
Disagree

DisagreE>

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

s

1

2

3

4

s

1

2

3

4

s

1

2

3

4

s

1

2

3

4

s

1

2

3

4

s

Usi ng the Dynamic Radial Navi~:ation Interface to
t emporally zoom in to a range of time selection at"
dynamic gr•nularity e rn bled me to accomplish this u.sk
more q uickly
Usrng the Dynamic: Radi• l Navi~:ation Interface improved
my performance in temporally zooming in t o a range of
time. selection a t a dynamic: granularity
U'si:ng the Dynamic Radi• l Navigation Interface increa sed
my productivity in t e mporally zooming in to a •r ange of
time selection at a d ynamic gr;onularity
Usi:ng the Dynamic: Rad ial Navil:"tion Interface enhanced
my e·ffectiv<mess when t ern porally zooming in to a range of
time selection at a dynamic gran ularity
Us in g the Dynamic: Radial Navigation Interface made it
easier to tempera lly zoom in to a ran~e of time selection
at a dynamic granularity
I found the Dynamic; Radial Navigation Interface useful for
temporally zooming in t o a range of time selection at a
dynam K; granularity
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Temporal Pan
Learning to temporal ly .Jl"n to a range of time
selection :at a dynamic granularity wtth t :h e
Dyn.amic Radial Navigation Interface w<l:S easy
forme
I found it easy to temporally pan to a ra:nge of
time selection at a dynamic p-anularity with
the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
My interaction with using the Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interface to temporally pan to a
range of time selection at a dynamic
granularity was clear and undE>rsta:ndable
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
InterfacE! to be flexiblE! to interact with whE!n
temporally panning to a range of t i me
selection at a dynamic t:ra-nularity
It was easy for me to become skilful at
temporally panning to a, range of time
selection at a dynamic,granularity using thE!
Dynamic Radia.l Navigation lntE!rface
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
lnterl;oc:e easy to use for t emporally pa,nningto
a ...:nge of time selection at a dynamic
granularity

Temporal Pan
Uisiing the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interlace
to temporally p<a n to a range of time selection
at a dynamic granularity enabled me to
accomplis h this task morE! q uid<Jly
U'si:ng the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interlace
improved my perlonmancE! in temporally
panning to a range of time selection at a
dynamic granularity
U's ing the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interlace
incneased my productivity in temporally
J1'3nning to a range of t ime selection at a
d'ynamic granularity
Usillg the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interlace
enhanced my effectiveness when tempoira.ltv
panning to a range of time selection at a
dynamic granularity
Vsillg the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interlace
made it E!asier to temporally 11"11 to a ~ranr;e of
time selection at a dynamic granularity
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation
Interface useful for temporally pann ing to a
range of timl! selection at a dynamic
granular_ity

Strongtv
Disagree

Dis agree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
AgreE!

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

DisagreE!

Neutral.

AgrE!e

Stro.ng'ly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Temporal Zoom Out
learning to temporal ly zoom out to a range of
time selection at a dynamic granularity with the
Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface was easy
forme
I found it easy to temporally room out to a range
of time selection a.t a d'fnamiG gr.anularity with
the Dynamic lbdial Navigation Interface
My interactic>n with using the Dynamic Radial
Navigation Interface to temporal!•( zoom out to a
range ·Of time selection at a dynamic granularity
was dear and understanda.b le
I found the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
to be flexible to interact wi~h when temporally
zooming out to a range of time selection at a
dynamic granularity
It was easy for me to become skilful a·t
temporally zooming out to a range of time
selection at .;o dynamic .g ranularity using the
Dynamic; Radial Navi~::atioo Interface
I found the Dynamic lbdial Navig;ation Interface
e asy to use for zooming out to a range of' time
sl>lection at a dynamic ,granularity

Ternporal Zoom Out
Using the Dynamic lbdial Navigation lnterta.c e
to temporally zoom out to a range .of t ime
se!lection at a dynamic gra.nularity enabled me
to accomplish mis task more quickly
Using the Dynamic; Radial Navigation Interface
improved my pertonmance in temporally
zooming out to a range of time selection at a
dynamic granularity
Using the Dynamic Radial Navigation Interface
increased my productivity in tem:porally z.o oming
out to a r.a nge of time selection .at a dynamic
granularity
Using me Dyt~amic; Radial Navig;ation Interface
enhanced my effectiveness when temporaJiy
zooming out to a range of time selection at a
dynamic; granularity
Usr.ng me Dynamic Radial Navig;ation lnterfa<e
made it easierto temporally zoom out to a range
of time selection a.t a d'fnamic granularity
I found me Dynami(; Radial Navigation Interface
useful for temporally z.ooming out to a ra.nge of
time selection at a dynamic granularity

Strongly
Disagree

Di.sagrl!i!

N-eutral

Agrl!i!

Strong!•(
Agree

1

2.

3

4

5

1

2.

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2.

3

4

5

1

2.

3

4

5

1

2.

3

4

5

Strongly
.Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

St rongly
Agree
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4

5

1
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3

4

5

1
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3

4

5
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Single Selection:, Single Granularity Task Srenario (SS-SG)
Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ Partidpant 10:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Scenario
Vesscel Monitoring Sy>tem (VMS} data hav.e been collected fmm a fisheries vessel off the coa>t
of Newfoundland. These data are collected on an llourty basis and consi>t of the location of the
fishing vessel as we.ll as. the t ime and date that the vesscel was at the location. You will be
ex a mining the fishing vessel over the pe.riod of one year.
When th.e vessel is fishing, it is usual!ly moving slowly and possibly back and forth so the points
are often cl!umped together. When the vesscel is tr avelling from place to pla<:e it often moves
fa>te.r so the points are farther a.pa.rt and usua,lly in a .relatively straight line.
Task Scenario
Thi·s fishing v.essel normally docks in Marystown. You are interested to see which mont hs the
vessel stops atthe port ·i n St. John's.
a) Select a month to stan you obseiViltiom
bl Pan through each month to see in which months the vessel stops in St. John' s and write
these months down in the space be(O\v
Months the v.essel stops ill St. John's:_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
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Range Selection, Single Granularity (RS-SGI
Date:._ - - - - - - f>artidpant 10:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Scenario
Vessel Monitoring System (VMS)>data h,ave been collected from a fisheries V·essel off the coast
at Newfoundland. These data are collected on an hourfy basis and consist of the location of the
fishing vessel as we·ll a:s. the t ime a.nd date that the vessel was at the location. You will be
ex amining the fishing vessel over the period of one year.
When the vessel is fishing, it is usually moving slowly and possibly back andl forth so the points
are often clumped together. When the vessel is travelling from place to place it often moves
faster so th.e points are farther apart and usua.lly in a relatively straight line.

Ta.sk Scenario
You would lil::e to observe the general trends of which ports the vessel uses t hroughout
different times of the yea,r.
a) Select January
b} ZOOm out to selectthe entire year
Does this vessel go into port anywhere but Newfoundland?'!/ N
cl Zoom in to January to March (winter}
Which ports does the vessel stop in? St. J'o hn'sD MarystownO Port Kirwa.nO
d)' Pan to July to September (summer)
Which ports does the vessel stop in? St.John's 0

Ma rystownO Port KirwanD

e) Zoom out to July to December (second half of year)?
Which ports does the vess•el stop in? St. J'o tm'sD MarystownO Port Kirwa.nO
f)

Pan to January to June (first half ofyea,r)?
Which ports does the vessel stop in? St. John' sO MarystownO Port KirwanD

g) Zoom in to .April to June fspring)
Which ports does the vess•el stop in? St. John' sO MarystownO Port KirwanO
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Single Selection, Dynamic Granularity (SS--DG)
Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ Partidpant ID:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Scenario
Vessel Monitoring System (VMS)' data: have been collected from a fisheries vessel off the coast
of Newfoundland. These data are collected on an hourly basis and comist of the location of the
fishin,g vessel as well as the t i me and date that the vessel was at the location. You will be
examining the fishing vessel over the period of one year.
When the vessel is fishing, it is usuarty moving slowly and possibly back and forth so the points
are often clumped t ogether_ When the vessel is uavelling from prace to place it often moves
faster so the points are farther apart and usua lly in a relatively straight line.
Task Scenario
The fishing seasons ends on March 31" and a new ftshing season begins the next day on April
1'1. You w.ant to confirm thart t h:e vessel you a.re looking at did not go fishing again ir1 April
before stopping in port to offload the.i r catCh from the end of March since they have done this
in previous years,
The v·essel supposedly traveled to the fishing area on March 28tl1, fished for 3 days then
returned to port on Aprill" by 21:00.
a) Select Ma.rch
b} Zoom in to March 281".
Does the vessel appear to be travelling from o ne location to anot her? Yes I No
111
c) Pan through March 29 , 30"', and 31,.
Does t he vesse.l appear to be fishing? Yes I No
d} Zoom out to March
e) Pan to April
1
f) Zoom in to April1'
Does the vessel appear to be heading back to port? Yes/ No
g) Zoom in to Aprill" at 21:00
Is the vessel bade in port? Yes I No
h) Zoom out to April
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Range Selection, Dynamic Granularity {RS-DG)
Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ Partidpant 10:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Scenario
Vessoel Monitoring Sysotem (VMS} data have been collected rrom a fisheries vessel off the coast
of Newfoundland. Thesoe data are collected on an hourly basis and consist of t he location of the
fishing vessel as we.ll as the t ime and date that the vess;el was at the location. You will be
examining the fishing vessel over the period of one year.
When the vessel is fishin:g, it is usually moving slowl.y and possibly back and forth so the points
are often dumped together. When the vessel is travelnng from pl:ace to pla;ee it often moves
faster so the points are farther apart and usually in a relatively straight line.
Task Scenario
Someone has reported some unusual activity, which may have been fiShing, :in an area north of
(above) St. John's sometime around September 30"' to October 1st. This area was closed to
fishing foe- a month., from September 15th at noon to October 15th at noon. The general
des;cription of the vessel matches the one you are looking at a[thou:gh it could have also been
several other vessers. The crew repoc-ts that they were not in the area and were on a' t rip south
of (below) St. John's from September 28111 22:00 to October 9"' 10:00. They say that they were
not in that area at all during the time of the ban or fo.r at least a month before and afrer that.
a}
b)'
c)
d)

Select September
Zoom out to September to October
Zoom in to September 28th"' to Odrober 9"'
Zoom in to S~ptember 28"', 22.:00 to October 9"', l!O:OO
Does this show a single compfiete trip south of (below) St. John's? A complete
trip can start and end in different ports. Yes I No
e} Zoom out to September 15"' to October 15th
Was the vessel in or north of (above) St.John's? Yes/ No
f) Pan to August 15"' to September 15th
Was the vessel in or no'"h of (above) St. John' s? Yes I No
g) Pan to October 15"' to November 15"'
Was the vessel in or north of (above} St. John' s? Yes I No
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Post-task Questionnaire: Interactive Temporal Zoom and Pan within a Multi-Touch Environment
Date:._ _ _ _ __

Participant ID:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. What did you like about the Text Box l}rototype?

2. What did you dislike about the Text Box prototype?

3. Wh,at did you like about the Date/Time Spinner prototype?

4. What did you dislike about the Date/Time Spinner prototype?

1
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5. What did you like about the Dynamic Radial Navigation prototype?

6. What did you dislike about the Dynamic Radial Navigation prototype?

7. What did you like aboutthe Linl<e.d Time Slider s prototype?

2
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8. What did you dislike about the Linked lime Sliders prototype?

9. Do you ha,ve any general comments or suggestions?

3
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Appendix B- ICEHR Approval Letter

IC'EHR Nll!llber:

20130335-AR

Apprm•al Period:

Jmy 20,2012 -July .n, 2oiJ

Fundi:ng. Source:

Co-supervisor's NSE.RC ftmdi!lg
Dt. Orland Bo£'ber Computer Science
Dr. Ro<k>lpbe Devillers
Department ofGeogaphy, Faculty of Arts
lntllTactn:# TQmporo/ Zoom mtd Pan 14ithin a MulliTOJt&h Gwvt:;ual Analjitics EnvirrnllltQllt

Responsible
Faculty:
Title of Project:

July 20, 2012
Ms. G.ssandra Lee
Ii).,p;niment ofGeo_graphy, Faculty of Arls
Memorial Uillve:rr.,lty ofNewfoundland
![).,arMs. Lee:

Thank you for your submission to tbe Interdisciplinary C<:>mmittee on Ethics in Human Research
(ICEHR) seeking ethical clearance for the abm'E!-named ·~'~!Search project.
prop~ and appreciates the care and diligence with whicl!. you fun~
pl"epar·ed your application. We agree that ·the propose<! project is consistent with. the guidelines of the Tri-

The Committee has reviewed the
Cormcil Policy:

on Ethical Co11duct.for Rss.earch !nwh•ing Human.s (1'CPS2). Full Bthics
one vear from the date of this lettet:.

Stat.mJ6n.t

c16ararJC'6 is granted fox

However, the Committee requires that you mak·e the lioUowi.ng clarifications in the consent f01:m:
a . indicate what happens to their data collected to that point if a particip.·ult withdraws
b. on data storage for a ollnimum of five years, specify " as per Memorial Univev.;ity policy on
lnte_grity in Scholady Rese;n'cll"
c. up<hte the phone m.nllOOr in the ICEHR.approval mtement
Also, add the ICEHR. appro~-al statement to the m!cruifment email and post&. Please forward the rl!\-ised
documents to Theresa He..th at iceluffromm..·ca
If you intend to make cl!.anges during .the COUISe of the projed whicl!. may give rise to ethical cone ems,.
please forward a description of these cl!anges t o Theresa Heath at icehr!C1!mtm.<:a foe the Committee's
consideration.

The TCPS2 reCJUil'es that you submit an annual sta.t us l"epOlt on your. project to ICE.HR, should the
Also, to comply with the '11CP.S2, please notify us upon
completion ofyourproject
reseucl!. carry on beyond July 31, 2013.

We wish you succes> with your Jll!search
Yours sincerelv.
--~·-z
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.M.1cllael Shute, Th.!J.

Chair, Inteo·disciplinary Committee on
Ethics in H = Rese;u'cll
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.Supen,-isor - Dr. Rodolpbe De'\'illet>, Department of Geography , Faculty of Arts
Director, Office ofR.ese;u·ch Sen.-ices

Office of Rese3Kh Ser<tkes, Brune:m Centre for Research .& Imloo>."3tion
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